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ISfRODUCTIOg 
Sinee the heginning « / drm& ^pto the modem era 
drema eovera a perfGd of nearly two thouBcnd and ftve himdred 
years* Within thie period four great peaks of dramaiie 
aehievmmts cem he discerned - the aneimt 0reeM Period 
including the works of f&ur great aumors (Aes(hylus» JSUripides, 
Sephoclesp Aristophanes)i the Mixahethan Age (Migland) with 
Shakespeare as « major dramatist in a hrilliani galaxyi ^s 
sevmtemth eeniury fnmoe with Saeine$ Comeille$ Mali ere and 
the nineteen^ emtury SUrope dtminated by the aehievements of 
the Scandinavian masters • Shsm and Strindberg* fhis is also 
the beginning of Modem Drama • 
She drama oflhsm and Strindherg is concerned vAth 
two distinct dimensions of life* Ibsm's drama is primarily 
concerned with social moral ethical and philosophical problems 
and his dharaoteristic drmatia mode is realiam mriehed by 
symbolim* Strindberg's drama is primarily concerned i0ith the 
psychological dimension and the inner wsrld^and f»r ths 
projection of the hwaan psyche and the sub-'concious mind he 
evolved the * Bream Te^mique "and mployed a nan realistic 
ej^srimmtal mode of expression which later developed into 
surrealim and ejpressi&nim* 
A^long with ibsen and Strtndberg Sham and Chekhov 
- ^ . 
io» through their stgntfieant contributions laid the 
foundation of Modem Drama* Chekhov enriched and refined 
realim to convey the elusive experiences of human psyche and 
fleeting states of mind* In his hands realistic technique 
modified hy symhoHm became •vocative and poetic and his 
mode of ejg>re8sion can be Justifiably described as 
Noetic Realim\ 
For Shaw - a follower of Wagner, Schspenhauer end 
Jfietzsche and an admirer of Ibsen, drama was a means of 
transforming society* Se attached conventional morality and 
traditional ideas and projected his ovn philosophical ideas 
in his plays* Shus giving birth to a new form of drama -> the 
Comedy of Ideas* 
She first two decades of the present century is a 
time of continuous search end eonstcnt and sometimes violent 
e:gferimentation in the world of Drama* It witnessed the advent 
of Symbolim, Suj^ealim, Sjpreseionim end other form of 
^xpertmmtal drama* In this connection the diverse ej^eriments 
of dramatists like Kaiser, Toller, Pirandello Zorca, Mouilh, 
O'Neill and others can be mentioned* 
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3h€ me^ievmmts « / O'Neill al— marks the hegiming 
of Mericm Srama* O'JfeSIl't eoniriiutUn is beth masaipe md 
varied and it ta marked hy a eontineue Beared for aignificant 
values in life and a persistent spirit of experimentation in 
the dnmatie form and tedinigue* Se explores the elusive 
forces of human psyehe and drcmatisea man's longing far 
meaning and permanence in a tormented eMstmoe* In his early 
phase he adopted the ejpressionistic mode hut he soon abandoned 
it for a more elusive technique that could explore the inner 
world and give expression to his suijeetive gueaU O'Jfeill is 
followed by a number of serious and significant Merican 
dramatists like Slmer Mice, Clifford Qdets$ lillian Bellman 
and William l^rroyen* 
In the nexet Postwstr gmoration of the Merican 
dramatists the most striking figures are those of Arthur Miller 
and Tmnessee Williams* Williaao'valuable contribution lies in 
the development of a now plastic theatre whidi makes imaginative 
use of diverse dramatic elements and theatrical resources* Bis 
talent as a dramatist consists in creating charactersg situation^ 
forms of dialogue and scenic environments whidi psssesi the 
Quality of verisimilitude and plasusiUlity in performance and 
^ 4 " 
at the same time are also aynbolie and evocativei. This type of 
drama requires a close collaboration among the playwrightg 
director, designer and other theatre artists* 
Xn his plays, niliams has not only projected the 
contemporary American life in a bold, passionate and imaginative 
manner but he has also tried to come to grips with the problems 
of human destiny and predicament as well as the diverse 
manifestations of the elusive human personality. Bis drama is 
characterised by subjectivity and personal involvement which 
often lends to his plays a poetic and lyrical quality* In this 
regard niliams himself has commented in one of his interviews 
"I write from my own tensions; for me this is a form of therapy" 
From this statement it becomes obvious that writing came to 
ifilltams as an escape from the harsh realities of life* 
His plays are characterieed by passion and violence 
but this is not an expression of his sensationalism it is 
perhaps inevitable as he has tried to probe the human existence 
beneath its smooth surface to discover the sub^conscious and 
irrational forces in human psyche that play a decisive role 
in shaping human personality and predicament* 
As Tennessee niliams is more interested in the inner 
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worlds dreams and aspirations of his characters he is n§t 
satisfied with the realistic technique in dramaf but often 
employs sy>9holic, ejgpressionistic and surrealistic techniqutm* 
Be is of the opinion that a truth or reality in drama can he 
represented or suggested more appropriately throu^ the 
transformation of material in a poetic or imaginative mtmner* 
Willi cms has also employed poetic devices ds a means of 
revealing spiritual inner too rid of his <^aracters» In addition 
to it poetry also helps Willians in accentuating the basic 
elements of humanity* To make his dramatic technique more 
poignant Williams has mtde use of lighting effects* music and 
the use of sifinhols on the stage. 
Light in Williams'plays is used to evoke a feeling or 
suggest a lyrical mood or to emphasise emotions or inner statim 
of mind • Perhaps the best examples of this imaginative use of 
light ie She Glass Mmaaerie and A Street Oar jfms^ Besirsm 
Similarly music is employed to give emotional mphasii 
and to highten the dominant thme in various plays* in f^e iSlasi 
Menagerie, a single recurring tune points the emotional setting 
and the nostalgic mood of the play* In A Street Oar^i >.. 
<m (S m 
the background as well as the motioneil esperimeea ef the 
heroine are suggeeted through the use of the mueie» in 
She Mose Sbttm^ Sicilian folk song is played t$ the 
aceompaniment of a guitar after each major division ef the 
play serving to frame the action in its itlalian populated 
village^ JUksic here imphasisee the organic relationehtp between 
the thme and the mvironment* 
Mother important tediitique adopted hy Willtaas to 
highten the drmatie effect is the use of symbols on the stage* 
In She Ifenaoeri e the ft purines, which taura collects represent 
her ovn fragile personality and her withdrawal from the world 
of re9lity* She glass figurines are as delicate as Laura*s 
world of dreams and illusions into which she escapesi^ In She 
Boss Tatte, Hose itself is the symbol of passions and earthly 
love* In She Ntaht of She Iguana, the s^bol used is of Iguana 
tied by a rope* It's condition obliquely suggests the states 
of characters entangled in different adverse eireumstances* As 
f^r as A Street Car is oonoemed§ the title itself is symbolic 
of the passionst eonglicts and sexual desires of the heroine 
around whose figure the theme of the play revolves* In Sumner 
And Snoke, the box of the sleeping pills, whith Alma carries 
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with herf i» Bpnholic of thg escape from hare facts and realt* 
ties 9f life* The name Alma ( the soul } is itself symbolic* 
The elegant automobile of bygone days (now in distorted 
condition) in Sabv Bol^» stands symbolically for the 
ohsolescmee of old gracious strata of living • 
Besides light and music effect and the use of symbols 
Willims* language and dialogue too are ri<M in texture and 
help a lot in conveying the feeling and mood of his characters 
through a H^ and evocative language* Sut some times language 
also suggests a feeling of isolation, desolation and breakdom 
of communication as in Oat On A Bot Tin Mo9.f» 
Wtlliams* dialogue also serves the purpose of 
conveying the sense of dramas In his dtaloguet Williams achieven 
a colloquial pungency uhidk is realistic and poetic at the 
seme time. Overall one finds that his colloquial dialogue is 
subtle, hard hitting and characterised by a southern aecmt^ 
vhich lends a racial tou<^ to his creations* Thus, in Pie words 
of W*M*^ylor9 Wiilims* plays prove that ^a modem Mericm 
play may not be either realistic, naturalistic or e^ressionisti 
tut it may be all of these at different times or even at the 
1 
some time* * 
i* Tntroduction to Modem American Drama "Sssau Xn Critim% 
ed* Williams S,Taylor, Xst edition (ir».%Aj i974, P-4 
<• o • 
Shroug^ a de^ study 9f Willi ems* plays me finds 
i^t Williams' drmatie aekiemsnt &in he divided inU three 
broad eate^ffories* The first can be named &s ^ ersenal lyrieim* 
She plays written before i945 are concerned leAfik essentially 
poetic problems of self*e3Bpression, eelf^identification and 
even self creation* 3he most mature example of this lyrical 
f^^ <g ^s Glass Menaaerie» It represmts an attempt to 
recreate m singularly lyric vision of reality* fhere is the 
proMem of the creation of the self {through an adequate 
expression* Mere too mmes out one of the Williams' most 
important thme - the destruction of the sensitive and the 
delicate by alein and bruUtl forces of the modem society* 
Shis ^me is also r^eated in some other plays e*g* A Street 
in the second category of his works Willims 
attempts to extmd his artistic and intellectiml range* in 
the plays of this period ( 2945 to S95S ) the personal 
lyricim is mri<S%ed by social and cultural elements* Mere 
Willims has tried to create a popular myth out of the 
contents dram from ea^erimce* Be borrows elements for his 
symbolic structure from christian theology, qreeJi mythology, 
* 9 -
Prgudtm ^Bydfio20gy and from the cultural history # / the 
mi ted etateet particularly that of rural south* JSUt here 
mi Home offers a more ohjeotive level of interpretation 
through the medium of him:mythm She moat striking example • / 
the construction of a modem myth is Oamino Bealw Sere Williamt 
usee the popular legends of the American soldier Kilroy to 
drcmatiee the threat of himan minihilation in the modem times 
but through the use of his mythic structure he is able to draw 
correspond en ees between the problms of the twentieth century 
and those of earlier epoc^es in human history* 
In the third category of his works (plays written 
since i955 onwards) ViiHame has tried to resolve the hwnan 
tentione, Onheus Descending, Sweet Bird of Youth. Jfiaht ef 
Iguana md 3he Milk Train Does J^ot Stoo Here Anymore present 
a tentative resolution of human conflicts and tensions* Jean 
^^ Oroheua* helj^ the lady to mbrace life and reject her 
husiand who is a symbol of death* Chance wotyne in Sweet Bird, 
assists Alexandra to face the fact of advancing old age end 
fading beauty* While Banndh in She Niaht of The lat^anf. helps 
Shannon in relieving him from his mental conflicts* Similarly, 
Chris; in She Milk Tmin .helps *re# Gsforth to accept death 
peacefully* 
- iO -
5h# i^ief 90urce of ereativtty in WttHma is M^ 
»m unheppy ehi2dh99d • the distorted family retatim^ipe 
and the social milieu in u^i<^ he grmo up* But neither the 
private world of family nor the public loorld of sthool 
provided Williams u4th a congenial environment for self 
realixation* In society Me found himself unaMe to adjust 
because of his lower middle daes ha(^ground - resulting in « 
revolt against society whit^ Bome of hie plays reflect* 
She next powerful influence en Wiltiams'work is *ft«* 
• / three women belonging to three different generations.his 
grandmother^ • mother, end sister Boss Williams^in whoss contact 
Willitms came at an early age* Sosa ufls his only play mate in 
his dhildhood because he was too ehy to make contact with 
other children* Conse^umtly she exercised an important 
influmce on his creative works and several of his plays 
project her image in diverse forms* In She Glass Umaaerie the 
characters of Laura and Jbnanda are dosely eOein to his mother 
and sister* She neurosis from t^idi laura suffers is a real 
misfortune which oceured in Williams, sister's life* In the 
seme way the suffering of Catherine in Suddenly last Smmer 
has an indirect reference to the sufferings of Mosa*Shrougheut 
- si -^ 
his drmatie career WilJims hag tried te dwptct the facta • / 
his own life with a tinge of imagination f$r ufiich he hae made 
uee of eymholict poetic and esg^reseionietie techniques* 
Besides Ms environments and personal ejgperiences 
Williams'drama also reflects the influence of several masters 
of modem drama* the moat outstanding influences are those of 
Strindbergm Ghekhov, Lorca and O^Neill* Strindberg's influence 
en Williams is two'^foldi firstly regarding the theme and 
secondly regarding the dramatic mode* Strindberg started his 
osLreer as a problem play writer but soon proceeded to move from 
the discussion of social problems to the treatment of human 
emotions* Sis drama holds a mirror to theprtimtc soul . In 
his plays thi conflicts of ideology are eroded and focus is on 
the inner world* As he was aware of the importance of 
psychology in human life he anticipated the psychological 
experiments made by Freud and Jung and incorporated 
psy<Aological elements in his plays* In this respect he 
influenced not mly Willims but several dramatists of 
mtbseguent generations* In this connection Strindberg's 
"Pream play' technique through which the subconscious mind of 
the character is revealed, is particularly important* Sb 
inspired by Strindberg, Willims evolved several techniques 
- is 
of probing into the psychology o/ Mo akaraetert and hy and 
large Willi ma* plays like thoee of Strindberg abound in 
psychological interest sinoe he projects the confliots» 
obsessions and frustrations ^f his characters in an acute and 
penetrating mcnner* 
Secondlyp Willims is akin to Strindberg in his 
staging of sejsuai conflicts* Bit while Strindberg raas primarily 
interested in the "Battle of S9xes,'* Willims studied, the 
seMtal ej^erience from various angles* Be not only projects &ie 
problems of normal ssxutality but also boldly dramatises the 
forbidden thmes of hamossjaialityjCannibalism and various other 
sex perversions* 
Thirdly^ Willims belongs to the Strindbergian 
category on aecomt sf his presentation of sectional or class 
conflicts* Zike Strindberg, Willims himself is conscious of 
his lower position in the society and is in revolt against it, 
so are his characters e*g*Vttl Xavier in Oroheus, tries to raise 
hie 1 stay position by mixing his blood with that of lady 
3^rrence* Bore the situation is guite akin to that of lady 
Juliem a famous play by Strindberg* 
And lastly it is Willims* ejperimenUlim lAlcft has 
jf i 3 -
put him in the StHndbergian category* Zike Strindherg WillimB 
hae made use of all theaterical devices including diverse 
peesihiUties of music and light effects and stylization^ In 
the words ef Willicms ' ^ t color, the grace and Jevitation the 
structural pattern in motion and guick interplay of living 
being, suspended like fitful lighting in a doud, these things 
are the play\ 
She second major influence on Williams is that of 
Anton Chekhovw The puhli cation of fhe Shree Sisters and 
fhe Cherry Orchard by Chekhov is a landmark in the field of 
modem drama* Chekhov's specific contrilmtion consists in 
evolving m new technique of revealing the cross section of 
society, in projecting the inner ea^eriences and reaction of 
his characters end in dramtising a mood of nostalgia and an 
atmospheare dharactsrized by the ebb and flow of feeling* 
Cht^hov did all ihis by presenting his characters in a group 
but not ignoring their individuality and inner lonelines9* It 
is this technique of revealing inner sjperiences end reactions 
of his characters that Villitms has adopted from Chel&iov e*g» 
^^ ^ Street Gar, the inner state of Blanche's mind is conveyed 
through the help of this particular, technique, her character 
2* Tennessee Williams, Preface fb Gmino Seal 
(tfea Torkt 1953/ p^JJS 
^ 14 ^ 
though, complex and elusive ie gradually unfolded before the 
audience throu0 her epeedi, reactions and other poetic 
BuggeBtions* Zike i^ekho^ WHliaas hae made use of poetic 
realim to convey the feelings and desires of his c^aractero 
in several other plays apmrt from A Street Oar, 
Willims debt to Otekhov is quite evident in She 
(rlaes Menagerie in the subtle building of a mood of nostalgia. 
Like (^ekhov^ Vlllicms creates this mood of nostalgia with the 
help of dramatic symbols and poetic techniques, Xn Ht's 
mingled pathos and comedy* writes Louis Kronenherger, Ht'a 
minofed naturalistie detail and gauzy atmospheare, its 
preoccupation uith memory, its tissue of forlorn hopes and 
backward looks and languishing self pities, fhe Glass Mmaaerie 
is more than a little ChekhOvian', 
She third important influence on Willims is that of 
Zorca, This Spanish playwright too, dealt vith social as well 
as psychological and existential problems of the people in the 
countryside* Se was deeply interoBted in the question of sex 
and harmonious interpersonal relationships* Williaasg too like 
Lorca has tried to Justify the importance of sex ej^erience in 
human life and hae also dramatised Pie dangers of suppre9eed 
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sexual urges and their at storting effects on human personality* 
We can see this qpproadi in A Street Oar. Sxs!ijm.MmM!MM 
and She »0Sa Shtfs. 
She next point akin to both ta regarding the mphasis 
laid on feminine characters^ l^rom the very beginning of his 
career Zoroa me intensely intrested in the feminine characters 
in their deeirest their passions^ their experiences and in 
their complexpsydholegy, 3he Mouse Of Bemarda Alba and 
mood^ Wfdding exhibit this tendency in lorea in a strinking 
manner* Similarly^ in Willims dramas too^one finds a rit^ and 
fascinating gallery of fminine portrqfi^* Both have dramatised 
the conflicts of their womm characters in a convincing way* 
But uhile in Zoroa the conflict is between the oail of bleed 
and the rigid canventional society^ in Willi cms it is eftm 
between the drffms and illusions m the one hand and the hafeh 
realities of life on the other* 
The third important factor about the two is regarding 
the background* She ba(^ground in Zorca is of rural %>ain* 
Willims too, has introduced the rural South in his plays* Both 
use poetic ways to create this atmosphemre* Zorca has used folk 
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smgs, folk literature and myth, in MB plays and WiJUama 
uees eymhole and poetic images to recreate the atmspheare 
of the fading Southern civilisation* 
Williame grew up at a time whtn O'Jfeill towered 
over his contmporary dramatists* t^r Williams • a young 
dramatist » it vP-s difficult tm escape from hie influence* 
Ttrst of all he was influenced by the esperimmts made by 
O^Neill in the field of drama whi<^ began joiih the writing of 
Uoumina Becomes SIeotra, P,Mri9 M4M..^.!S Mm> MBSM and 
Different* In these plays O'Neill has introduced human beings 
with disturbed psychology aid destructive forces md passions* 
In the seme way Williams hag also introduced acute psytAolO" 
gieal problems of aging womm in Me Milk Trair^* of fading 
beauty and approadiing old age in*The Suteet Brd** of 
Mattered dreems and illusions in A Street Gar* of homeeex^ 
uality and coldness in relationships in The Oat and of 
approadiing nmrose,n in ^e Mqhp But while 0*Neill often 
draws on the theories of ^sio, Mi shed psychologists like Freud 
and Jung^Williams depends on his om intu%ive insists, for 
unfoi'ding the psytfiological states of his characters* Like 
^ 17 ^ 
0*if€ill, Wiilicms too ia interested in the tragedy • / 2o9t 
soul8 and gives monumental ejgpression to their tragic plight* 
She sukfeot matter of both is human beings and their problems 
but the approach is quite different • Williams'approach 
touflrds hia diaracters is marked by symp^l^y and compassion 
while O'Neill's is philosophical and ironical* Sis plays are 
stuffed with ideasm Willims has also made use of surrealistic 
and e:q>ressian8tic techniques first introduced by O'Neill but 
hi has altered then to suit his purpose* 
Keeping in view these facts it can be said that 
whatever Williams has borrowed from others is not used in a 
raw and crude form* Slhese influences are internalized end 
integrated by Williams to suit his onn tmperammt and dramatic 
purpose and in the interest of dearer and more authentic 
expreseion* 
By virtue of his intuitive quality of mind and his 
artistic equipment Williams is particularly suited for a deep 
and moving study of womm characters* So it is not at all 
surprising vhen one finds a long and memorable gallery of 
womm characters in his plays* WHM we <q>proach Williams* 
wcmten characters we find a great diversity coupled with intense 
- id -
personal involvmmt, JSaeh women character projects a unique 
e^erienee and personality md dmande a clos* attention and 
analysts* Mit all the same .some common features of his 
projection of womm characters can he identified which are an 
inevitable consequence of his general approadi to drcma* 
Pirst of all an intense personal involvement coupled 
with a hard boil4d reali&n in the portrayal of these characters 
can be marked* Secondly, we find$ that altfwugh Wtlltcms often 
presents his women characters against a social and cultural 
perspective the focus is on pergonal and intimate relations* 
Further, we notice, that Williams is particularly interested 
in their inner world and psychological pn>blms» Anally, we 
mark that although Williams mploys irony end Tumour in the 
portrayal of these characters his general approach tsmrds 
them is tinged with sympathy and (impassion* He has made a 
study of passionate women and of womm with self destructive 
passions, of suffering wcmen and womm striving against heavy 
odds* While on the other hand he has also portrayed normal 
womm with dominant sex motif* We also come across the portraits 
of the artists and of saintly and visionary womm* But in the 
- i» « 
delineatim of all these characters he reveals a senstttvmess 
to their unique pro hi mst te the feminine sensibility and an 
attitude of eampa&Bion tewcirds the shortcomings and weaknesses 
of his creations* 
Although there is a striking diversity in Williams' 
women characters, each one of then is unigue and &>mplex$ 
which make it almost impsssible to divide them in fixed 
categories* Some of the latmm characters ej^iMt several §f 
the tendencies mentioned above and resist a clear-cut 
definition* Vet for the purpose of simplification we can 
divide them under some broad categories which will be discussed 
in the forthcoming cheaters* 
CHAPTER^ II 
goirmsm matm mn smiscn^ mmmiT 
m • 
0n9 9f ih€ moBt (Bigntfiemt phmmmm in M^Hem 
&aiur€ hag htm th§ margmmjn ^# rniddi* 4€G0d€6 of th$ 
tmmtisth, ismtury^of a riOi ma mrttd Utmraiurg about <%« 
Smtfh Mmmti Steward partly gapiatng th§ l^u^em Mmatnono 
iy pointing out that tha muth hat ham lasa affaatad thm fh# 
othar araaa by tha mJtural tmd induatriat ^umgea uiht^ haoa 
tmded to brmk dom tha rogional pattama* Qthar eritiea and 
aekolara writa of tka Southam my^ aa being aithar tmdiaturbei 
by modam influmeaa or doatroyad by thm but in aithar 
inatmea it ham bam a ri^ tourea for ^ « wrttan A Mind of 
ragionat loyalty to tradition^ a noatatgia far a pattam of 
ariatoaraey md nonntrbm Ufa, an amrenessOf tha diatinetipa 
t^araetai^mora^ md baliafo patmliar to aoutham araaa, all 
hava provided m inaj^auatibla raseurae far ma artiaU ihaaa 
mritara prapamdad the idea that the Sau^ t^lJl its am type 
of old fathimed agri$arianim mi^t eamter the materialim 
md cultural barbarim of me Jforih whieh »a» threatming ta 
destroy vhat me beet in the Meriam culture* 
femeaaee milime ie a part of thia literary 
mouemmt* Be haa deplored the loae of m aid md graeioua 
culture md ite r^l&cmmt by mercantile mluee* Be eMibita 
- , a d -
0 d9€f aympatky fpr th9 decaying aritt^eratm oft* oftm find 
thm60lv€» in dtffieult and mmplieat§d eituatime* Bt9 mtudiet 
9f Southern eharaetere have a mltural gigntfieanee cm they 
drammtiee the ftyony ef m dying eiviliMmtion$ H^t at Pie erne 
time they alee hape a etrong auiifeettve netep a» Tmneeeee 
Villi met 8^ 0 belonged te Hhe South felt a noetalgia for the 
eouthem culture* fhere are eeveral etudiee ef Southern Womm 
in fmmeeeee Williame*playw* ^ey are the preduete ef a 
puritan tradition and represent its value and tdealef at the 
eame time they alee reflect the conflict and contradictions 
of two eulturee * one primitive bit gentle and gracioue - the 
other modem but methanieal and impereenal* fheae women are 
often unable to hamontee the world ef their dreame and 
ideals aith the world ef reality • resulting in intense 
motional conflict and frustration* £^me of thm lose toudi 
with reality and withdraw in a world of make belief or cling 
desperately to an impossible pasU But inapt te of their 
inadequacy and helplessness they are more humtm than the 
average well»adjusted women ef the town represmting a 
materialistic approath te life* 
One of the most striking studiee of the Southern 
- - 8 3 -
gmtlewomm ! • Manda* One of the im women preiagonieie 0 / 
fke (RtmmMmmerie* fhie play hae strong sutohtographical 
avertoneet hut WllUms has traneformed the es^erimces of Me 
pereonal life into a work of art by introducing dumgee in 
eharaeter md situation and so we find that althou^ Mimda ie 
quite different from his motherg hut offers a sensitive ond 
penetrating study of a Ssuthem gmtlewoman and engages our 
attention in her own right as a memorahle dramatic dharaeten 
Manda'e personality is shoun torn into two equally eontradietery 
aspect9* On the one hmdk ^s is a southern gentlewoman 
romanticizing the past and trying to revive the myth of her 
youth and personal <^am* On the other hand» the is a helpless 
women living in a drah and demanding world of the present and 
attempting to adjust in a mechanical and eommerdal society 
with diverse economic social and family prohlms to cope with^ 
Since her son is a poet with his om drems and aspirations and 
her daughter a cripple and a neurotic, aft* has to fig^t for the 
eMstenee of her two childrm and herself* In the words of 
Mel son i 
»Mmda does cling frantically to the past, hut the clings Just 
as desperately to the present* She attempts to held two worlds 
• <SI • 
together and realtnsB that hoth are cnmbUng bmeath her 
fingersm " 
2he world • / her youth has already vani^ed and her 
eonatant refermeea to the gentlemen callers and the glamour 
of her youth are painfully out of place in the dingy St* Lo^te 
apartmmt* Ber horribly dated clothing and her mmneriam aleo 
underscores her as an absurd old woman, vainly attempting to 
revive a wasted life* Puritanical and narrow minded* she is 
appaling in her unreasonable devotion to the past* Shough 
Shrewish and nagging, she is admirable at the seme time in her 
attmpt to face the bleak reality of her environment* Amanda 
feels proud of her talented poet son, afto is working in a 
war^ouse$ but gke is mudh more concerned about her crippled 
daughter, Zaura* She tries to find an eligible suiter for her 
in different ways but as there does not ^nerge any possibility 
of finding one, she sends her to a business school in order to 
make her self^dependmU Mtt tOim Zaura proves to be a failure 
there too, Manda asks S^ to bring a gentlmen caller for 
Laura* Itai does bring a caller but he, too, proves instrummtal 
A Benjamin JSTelson, fenneasee niltamsi fhe Man Md ffia W§rk§, 
(Mew fork, 1961} ^"103 
(Mere after referred to as fm^eaaee Wil^ama) 
** S5 -> 
in shattering the dreeme end hepee • / both Mandm and Laura as 
he is already engaged* Manda prods ^nd goads Tom for his 
inability and acuaeo him of being a mere dreamer in a situation 
uhire positive action is needed* She ohideo him in this 
challenging mannert 
Ttu are the only youngman that X know irfl* ignores 
the fact that future becomes the present^ the present the past 
and the past turns into everlasting regret if you don't plan 
for it* ^ 
Her words convey^ a sense of desperation and 
helplessness* She realizes that her existence and that of her 
two children is a loosing battle but she accepts this failure 
and it is this acceptance uhich elevates her stature* As 
sympathy and compassion are Williams* characteristicsp 
particularly striking ufiile partraying women c^aracters» 
Manda*s character too is presented with a marked sympathy and 
compassion* 
Shroughout the play, she nags, scolds, dreams, plays 
the coquette^'rages helplessly at her son and nothing is said on 
4* Tennessee Williams, She Glass MmaaeHe (Four JPlavs)* 
(Lpndons Seeker * Wa rhurg), i957, i>-<se 
( Sere after referred to as Glass UanaaerieXlbur PIavs) 
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her bdialf^ Bit such is the triumph of Willicms art of 
characterization that even so she emerges ae a complex and 
sympathetic diaracter* In the last analysis Amanda makes her 
mark as a Southern d^ntlewomanahe dilmma of her tragedy lies 
in the uncongenial and impersonal environment of the ^orth - a 
contrast to the gracious and warm atmosphere of the South* Her 
personality is a curious mixture of absurdity and in sensitiveness 
on the one hand and ^ n.obility and gentleness on the other* 
The second character in this series is that of Laura^ 
in the sme play* Apparently in her personality it is not the 
Southern element or the impact of southern culture in clash 
with the mercantile and commercial values of the North which 
harbinges tragedy* Her tragedy seems to spring from the fact 
of her being crippled, extremely shy and a dimal failure in 
love* Inspite of being a Southern gentlewoman Laura is placed 
in a Northern Town - St* Louis* From the very beginning of her 
childhood she didn't get much time to live in the South but for 
u^atever time she lived ^he impression of that is indelible and 
too strong for an adjustment in this hard headed and brutal 
mechanical society* Out of her utter loneliness Laura tries to 
create a warm and meaningful relationship with one of her 
fellow high school student but on account of her shifitess remains 
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unable to convey her paasion and feelings and turns to the 
world of the glam m&iagerie which she has collectedt Hill, she 
too, is like a piece of her om glass collection too exguistively 
fragile to move from the i^eff* *^  Meeting again with the sme 
fellow as gmtlmm caller creates ^me healthy impression upon 
Laura* Bteouraged and inspired by Mm she tries to recuperate 
her condition a bit » but Jim*s declaration of his being 
previously engaged proves a great blow and shatters her dreams * 
and drags her again to an extreme kind of depression and 
withdrawal* Departed from the world of reality she again 
retreats into her former world of illusions and make belief* 
(We will discuss about her mental di&irder in detail in the 
next chapter)* 
Among the galaxy of the Southern gentlewoman Laura 
is the most subjective and serene - her characterization is 
based on the character of Mose Williams - the author's sisterr 
Like the Wingfteld family in the Glass Menagerie, Williams-' 
family belonged to the South Columbus, Mississippi, where his 
grandfather was the episcopalian Minister in the Rectory* It 
5* Tennessee Willi cms, Sf^e mass Menagerie* (Jbur Plaus) 
Op* Citus, p»IX 
- ^ . 
axis a family devoted to puritan ideals and traditions* But the 
family had to make a shift to St% louis (where his father ms 
posted as a sales Manager of the Shoe company}^ ^'hen Williams 
proved 
and his sister Sose were of a very tender age* This shift! to 
he very painful for both of thm as Williams himself has 
mentioned i 
*5r< was a tragic move neither my siater nor I could 
adjust ourselves to live in a mid'-western city* ^ 
Both Wiiliems and Moss remained unable to face life 
and in order to shut out the screaming reality Williams and 
his sister painted the walls and the furniture of the room 
idiite, added ufiit'e curtains and Selves and installed q 
collection of gla^ animals yfiich were the representative of 
all softer and tender feelings of childhood* ^ven this couldn't 
help and later on both of them suffered from neurosis -
Williams from a mild atUtck but Base's was very severe from 
which she never recovered and was operated upon, Williams ufiis 
very deeply moved by the tragedy of his sis ten CQass Menagerie 
contains his personal cry to his sister* Like Rose, Loura -
unable to create a warm and meaningful relationship with the 
6* Williams, Micts About Me* Courtesy of M*CA Artists Ltd, p*2 
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world^tume to the world of glass figurines - a permanent 
refuge^ In the same manner towards the end of the play Laura 
altso suffers from a nervous breakdown* But the details of 
this accident in the play are not so agonising and painful 
as they were in real life • because here Williams has tried 
to transform the personal ejperimce into universal art* 
Though Loura'e portrait is draun from the facts 
of Hose's life • its presentation is strikingly imaginative 
as Williams has changed certain details in order to make the 
play calm and poetic* To some extent Laura's tragedy too, is, 
a tragedy brought about by the ravi^ment of gentility and 
all that*is beautiful in the South, by the impersonal and 
mechanical environment of the North* 
Slanche$ the protagonist of A Street Par Named 
Besire* also belongs to this tradition of Southern gentle-
womcffi* In this play Williams has presented a very well 
rmdered study of a neurotic and a ruined Southern belle* 
In her character Williams has presented the tragedy of the 
fact that life can kill individual's most personal and 
delicate feelings* Se makes one see the desperate human need 
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for beauty in a world oft&i bruti^* Blanche is a representa-
tive of a dying civilisation, too delicate to withstand the 
erudenesst hartffiness and coldness of the fforUi* Like Amanda 
she, too, vfints to adhere to the old gracious and gentle 
traditions of the South* Like her, she too wants to maintain 
the myth of her lost youth end glamour by an excessive use 
of perfumes and powders and by putting on fashionable dresses* 
Shis desperate need to cling to the past and complete 
inability to cope with the present engraves her path to 
mmtal disorder* Like all other Southern women, Siandie's 
attitude to sex, is ambiguous* She leads a life full of 
sexual indulgences and yet she strives to live up to tRe 
puritan ideal of morality* Shis dichotomy in her attitude i; ? 
contributes to her tragedy-, and in the end she looses 
tou<^ with reality* She is on the side of gentility to ufiich 
it is impossible to cling because of the loss of the 
plantation* Ber insatiated desires and passions,^ her fefir of 
loneliness and her frustrated need for eompanianship also add 
a lot to her neuroses* To some extent Blanehe'e diaracter too 
is delineated from the subjective point of view* Ifrst of all 
her being a Southern woman itself proves a subjectivity in the 
-. J/ -
dttlineation of her character. Secondly her conflict and 
suffering is presented from a highly sympathetic and 
subjective point of view. Like Amanda and Laura her tragedy 
emerges from her maladjustment in a loveless society, (Sere 
we have considered Blanche as a decaying Southern belle; her 
mental derangement will be fully analysed in the next chapter), 
Alma Wine Millar - the sheltered and introverted 
daughter of a Southern Minister and the heroine of Summer and 
SmokCj, also belongs to the same category of Southern women^ 
The indication to this fact is given in the very beginning of 
the drama. While discussing the stagS'-sstting Williams says: 
"fhsre is a quality of extraordinary delicacy and 
tenderness or spirituality in her which must set her apart 
7 from the other children, *" 
Ber Southern mannerism and a habit of indulging in 
verbal affectations is emphasised. She says she would be more 
at home in Eighteenth century France where she would not be 
accused of snobbishness and affectation. 
Alma and Jfohn are the propagandists of two different 
7, Tennessee Williams, Summer And Smoke (Four Plays) 
op, citus,, p, 159 
» 32 ^ 
aspects of life for uhich their family atmosphere is also 
responsible* Alma, the daughter of a puritanical Minister and 
brought vp in a family devoted to puritanical ideals is shorn 
as an upholdrer of the spirit or soul, symbolizing it is a 
stone angel in the background of *fte play* John, the son of a 
physician and belonging tc a family dtivoted to the materiali" 
stic valuesis shorn as an advocate of the physical life -
body or flesh • symbolising it is an anatomy chart in the 
Doctor's office* 
frustration and failure in love arises because they 
both came from the totally differmt families representing 
different modes of life* ^m about love they have contrary 
attitudes* Alma, being an advocate of spirit wants a noble 
and spiritual kind of satisfaction from love* Contrary to it 
John being an advocate of flesh is much more interested in 
sexual indulgence* Disappointed in Alma he tries to fulfill 
this brutal desires with different sorts of girls and develops 
a feeling of cold respect for her* Accoriing to Alma, real 
love is not limited to mere physical relationship, from her 
point of view love can't be pure without the sublimation of 
soul and spirit* 
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Secondly, failure tn love also arises because of 
infrequent meetings hetmm the two and the lack of under" 
standing. In John's wordsi 
'^t's only been three or four times that we*ue 
come face to face and eadi of those time we seem to be 
ttying to find something in each other u^thout Jmovring what 
8 it was that we wanted to find* * 
John cannot sufficiently appreciate whatever Alma 
is capabl\ of offering him* ffe ie quite cynical about Alma's 
belief in Ispiritual kind of love and saysf 
1 "Tou couldnot name it and I could not recognize* I 
thought it was Just a puritanical ice,**,, ^ 
It is her puritan background whic^ becomes an 
impedment in her love experience, Ber love for John is 
inhibited by her rigid morality. But at the same time she has 
strong sexial urges. Consequently throughout the play she 
lives a dual existence. Towards the md of the play when she 
realizes her malady as dopp el ganger, she comes to John as a 
8, Tmnessee Williams, Summer Aid Sacks (Four PIau a) 
(op, citus) p, 883 
9, Ibid, p, 833 
•> j [ f t • • 
totally changed personality merging from a long sicfoiees and 
deecribes herself in the following words' 
*One time I eaid 'Ho" she doesn't exist any more* She 
died last summer suffocated in moke from something on fire 
inside hen No she doem't live now but she left me her ring-
you see •••» eend she said to me whm she slipped, this ring 
on my finger • • Bemmber I died empty handed and to make sure 
that your hands have something in then", X said "Sut what 
about prid^" She said, *JPorget about pride vfienever it stands 
between you and what you must have* »iO 
But it is too late. .7)010 Wie tables have turned* *^ohn 
can 
has Game around to think like Mma that a spiritual bond/exist 
between the two and Alma has accepted John's point of view, 
being a gmtlewoman doesn't sem to her important any more. 
Now in Alma's words' 
*3hey are like two persons exchanging a call at each 
other at the seme time, and eadi one finding the other one 
gone out, the door locked against him and no one to answer 
the bell* " ^^ 
iO* Tennessee Williams, Summer Md 9noke (Four Plau^) 
(Op,CitusJ p*£21 
lU Ibid, pp. 823'2d 
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Inaptte of all her efforte Alma remains unable to 
convert her one wrong into rfg^t, on account of her puritanfcal 
ideal8f her love for gothic cathedrals, spirit and southern 
mannerism and delicacy she is unable to win the love of Jofm, 
Be abandons her because she can offer him only the spiritual 
life of a nun rather than physical pleamre^ 
Though, the problem of 41ma in Summer And Snoke is 
studied from a psychological point of view but more apparently 
her tragedy too arises out of the clash between two totally 
different personalities and cultures " one a puritan lady, an 
advocate of spirit or soul^ strongly devoted to puritan notions, 
and the other a doctor, a man of scientific thinking totally 
devoted to materialistie values^ Because of these Southern 
characteristics* She can also be placed in the category of 
Amanda, Laura and Blmche* 
Vil Hams'drama is characterised by subjectivity and 
personal involvement which often lends to his plays a poetic 
and lyrical quality* Sut his subjectivity is coupled with hard 
boiled realign uhich imparts an element of universality to his 
plays* Semetines the characters and situations of his drama 
•> 36 " 
are similar to the circimstances in his oim life* Actually 
his creations are the dramatic realizations of his oim 
disturbed and tense existence tinged with a tou^ of 
imaginationm 
Southern phmomenon is a very important phmommon 
in Williams' plays since it emphasizes the eleaimt of 
subjectivity on the part of the dramatist* As Williams himself 
was an inhibitant of the South he is well acquainted with its 
modes, traditions and culture - and due to this one finds 
recurring references to Southern mvironmmt, tradition and 
characters in his plays* On account of this extensive descrip" 
tion of South Me can also be called a regional writer* JSUt 
in fact he is able to l&id a touch of universality to his 
regional creations* She delineation of south in his plays 
gives an impression of a brooding spirit abroad in a land of 
decay. But at the same time satisfies our smse of reality 
and the need for authentic and solid facts of life* 
CffAJPTSS*III 
Nmmnc MD M&sssszirs wmm 
m 38 *» 
Williama is not only interested in the inner world'-
drecma and aspiratione of his characters but also in certain 
atnormal states of mind and has probed acutely in several 
nmrotie personalities and also in some cases of regression* 
According to Oattle and Schinert 
•• . . A nmrotie is a person with an excess of the 
external or internal difficulties and inadequacies from which 
everyone suffers in some degree** 
From this definition two points become clear* 
First that it is not necessarily a violent state of mind and 
secondly that it is the consequence of the clashes of two 
contradictory states of mind through which everyone passes 
in some degree* Almost all the characters in l^t Hi cms'plays 
are neurotic in some sense or the other* They are mentally 
ill but the illness does not involve the gross falsification 
of external reality nor is it likely to express itself in 
violent behaviour with respect to society* Bit these 
characters are unhappy^ anxious and inefficient in not being 
able to cope with r^lity* 
i , J*C* Coleman, Abnormal Psucholoau And Modem Life* 
(Scott Foreman & Company)$ 1964, p*328 
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Williams is not harsh or critical while portraying 
these neurotic personalities but presmte them with great 
psychological insight and imaginative sympathy* We are made 
to feel that they are not dangerous for society but that in 
some mye society itself is responsible for their psydiolo-
gical derangmmt. Williams presentation of neurotic wcmen 
contains a subtle indictummt of society and its materialistic 
approach to human relationships* We ore made aware that 
&iciety does not care for the dreams, aspirations and 
emotional demands of the individual, Md people not able to 
cope with this mechanical and impersonal world tend to loose 
touch irith reality resulting in neurosis i*e» in a 
functional disorder of nervous system* Williams often relates 
these disorders to clashing forces of the mvironment as in 
The eiass Menaoerie or to the psychological complexities of 
personalities as in The Milk Train Does Hot Stor> Mere Anu 
More* 
Laura, the heroine of She Menagerie, can be seen 
as a neurotic, as she is a girl of extrmely shy and 
introvert nature, completely withdrawn from the world of 
reality, Laura, like the heroine of Williams* short story 
• 40 " 
Thm Portrait Of A (Hrl In 3h^ Olaqg, which is an early 
version of She M&taaerie* is quite incapable of facing life 
at a realistic level* It is because of this inadequacy that 
she is a dismal failure at the business sdiool* She is not 
even able to eonvmmicate with the boys of her own age and 
wnsequently remains unable to convey her feelings to the 
fellow student with whom she falls in love* 
She remains unable to adjust with society since it 
is a mechanical society fit for persons like Jim - l^e 
doem*t find people responding to her miotional demands* So 
rrithdrawi from the world of reality she preoccupies herself 
with the glass figurines, even among the glass toys the 
unicorn is her fenourite on account of its addity* Her 
other preoccupation uhich protects her from harsh realities 
of life is the old records* As her mother Amanda, d (mplains* 
Ifow all she does is fool with those pieces of 
glass and play those aamout records" 
Seasons responsible for her neurotic state are 
partly social and partly personal i*e* emotional and 
2 . Tmnessee Williams, Me mass Mmaaerie fibur Plavs) 
(Zondmf Seeker * WarUtrg}, 
1957, pp, 54-55 
•» 4i. » 
physical* 
As it is evident from a deep <md penetrating etudy 
of imiiams* plays one of his most favourite themes is the 
destruction of the delicate aid the vulnerable by the alien 
and brutal forces of society • uhich is represented 
symbolically in one of his early poemst ^^ Moth Md 3he 
Mammont the same theme is introduced here in She C^as^ 
Mmaaerie* This can be seen a^ the major reason of Laura's 
neurotic state* Laura is a girl possessing fragile beauty and 
extrmely delicate and sensitive personality* The inevitable 
clash between her Southern background idth its human warmth 
and delicate values and her present environments with its 
crudity and barbari&t results in a lack of communication* In 
other words her tragedy emerge out of the clash of two 
cultures representative of two different modes of life* 
tinder the category of personal reasons one of the 
important reason responsible for her neurotic state is her 
physical deformity* As Willims himself has explained in the 
beginning of the play* * A childhood illness has left her 
crippled, one leg slightly shorter than the other and held 
in a brace **** stmming from this Laura's separation 
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increaeea til2 she too ia like a piece of her om glass 
^ 3 
Gollection,too exguisitely fragile to move from the shelf** 
In this statement the connection between her physi&il 
deformity and neurotic state is brought out clearly* 
Laura is extremely conscious of this fact even of 
the sound that it produces* It is because of this consciousness 
of physical deformity that Laura remains unable to complete 
her studies and make contacts u^th other people in society* 
On the other hand her failure in love tdih a high 
sdiool boy too, is responsible for her complete wtthdratoal* 
As a result of her disappointment in love, she has become 
hopeless and discouraged and has found retremt in the world 
of her imagination,^ a loorld of glat^ figurines^which is a 
substitute for the real world* She has bem so discouraged 
by this failure that uahen Ammda asks herHo stay fresh and 
pretty for gentlman Callers'* & he replies^ *sr am not expecting 
any gmtlman mllers"* It shows her complete hopelessness 
and a sense of inadequacy in this respect* 
According to Jim, Laufxi's earlier sweet heart and 
3 . Tennessee Williams, She Class ^enaaerie (Four Plavs) 
op* citue, p'9 
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the only gentleman caller, she red eves* a feeling of 
inferiority complex arising out of physical deformity is 
BOlely rcRponsihle for her plight and her successive 
failures in personal end social life* In Jim's words* 
'inferiority complesi • • • . yep - thaVs uhat I 
Judge to be your principle trouble* A lack of confidmee 
in yourself as a person* A little physical deformity is 
uHat you have. Hardly noticeable even magnified thousands, 
of times by imagination, you know u^at my strong advice to 
m 4 " 
you is f Shink of your self assuperiorin some vP-y?* 
Although this is some vfiat crude analysis of 
Laura's psychological problems but no one can deny the 
fact that in the personality of Jim, "The long delayed but 
always e:giected nuest*, Laura finds a person extremely 
attractive to her and also sensitive enough to her 
motional denands and a meeting rdth him creates some 
healthy impression upon Laura i^idh is evident in her 
normal reaction at the breaking of unicorn's horn* She saysS 
'^'11 Just imagine he had an operation* She horn 
4 • Tennessee Willims, The Glass MfiaafrJe (^ur Plavs) 
op* oitus*, p*5i 
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was rmoved to makg h$m f§«2 less • freakiihi now he tdll 
feel more at home with the other horsee* 3he onee that don't 
have hoffts •••• 
SymhoUcallt^ Zaura'a response to this ineident 
eaMMtsher deep desire to adjust in society* She no longer 
wants to he unique md alienated individual apart from others* 
It is for a brief breathless moment that Zaum emerges from 
her aorid of the glass figurines* Sut while she is in the 
state of Ho be or not to be^t ^im declares that he is 
already engaged which proves fatal for her dreams of leading 
a normal life* It causes motional breakdom restating in a 
state of complete withdrawal in a world of dreary 
hop0^ eiOtness* 
MmcMSu Mis, the antagonist, of the play, 
A Street HbrMamea Seatr-f too, can be considered as a 
neurotic* ^e story of this heroine evolved slcmly before 
it was erystalised in AMMrS£tM£ in me MUiB 9f mgei9» 
Teu Tbuehed Me!, The 0^asa Menaaeri e and ^fumer Md Ssok^' 
all ej^ibiting the traces of Manche Su Mis in their 
heroines* Kasan, the directory of the play has cemmmted in 
i, Tennessee Willims, 3hg i^ass Maneoerie (9our Playm^ 
Op* citus, pp* S4^S5 
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Ms hook about thg antagonist of the playi 
V« «r« •hom the final disnolution of a perton of 
worthp who onee had great potential, and who, even ae ehe 
goes dom has worth exoeMing, that of the healthy coarse 
grained figurea uho killed her**** Slant^e ie a social type, 
an mUm of a dying eivHitation making ite last mrli^med 
and romantic exit****** 
fhe above Quoted rmark of Mia KoMon unveils the 
tghole cHaraeterB of ^anehe* She ie a woman in her/mirties, 
conscious cf her fading beauty,an mhlm of a dying 
civilisation* Sells Seve, whteh in itself ie a symbol of 
delicacy and gentlmeee is no more* Being a Southerns* Blantihe 
is deeply attached to the code of gentility, noUHty and 
gracioueness, dependmoe on whi^ is almost imposeible in 
view of the loss of the plantation* Ae a remit of which t^e 
is obliged to stay tuith her brother-in-law u^o lives in a 
me^anieal and commercial town of the Iforth and is almost 
like an animal in his habits* 
l^ike some other women viho are t$ he studied under 
^, Slia Kazan, Mote Mok from A Street Oar Ifmed P^ire: 
(ifme Fdr*;, 19S3 
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this cat«g9ry, &mek$ too$ ta unah2§ i9 face reality 
ujhith 0h9w8 hernmirotic otatg* She te extrmrdinarily 
eonaeiouB 0 / her finding hemty and 2cat glamour hit mJtke 
namai human heings ^e mn't accept Ihts reality and 
triea to maintain the myth ef heauty and glamour by wearing 
beautiful and fashionable clothee$ Jtoellery and making 
exeeesive uae of pouders and perfmee* Jfbr the erne reaeon 
she dates with young boya and all aorta of people* On the 
other hand ahe haa c. preference for leaded lis^ta, einoe in 
her om worda «&« an't a tend the mereileaa glare of naked 
bulbat Shia ia a eyntbot of her fear of naked realitiea af 
exiatenee and her inability to face life* 
Mother eign of neuroska ia her pathetic aelf 
deluaiona and dreamt^ of grendure* She telle atella about a 
wealthy nmn in Flortda who ia in love with her and at the 
acme tine rse find, Manthe, writing to the mama felloio> 
boaating about her present aitiiation9 
^Darling i?htpm I am spending awmer on the wing, 
making flying viaits here and there, and who knows perhapa 
I ahall take a mddm notion to amop down on Sallaa* Sato 
- 4?^  -
7 
would y&u f99l about that** 
Secondly Mandhe'a cmfUaed attitude about sex ajto 
provides an indication eif her abnormaJ mental condition* 
While she herself indulges in diverse illicit love realatton^ 
ships, eihe accuse Stella of degrading herself by enjoying 
crude physical relationship with her husbands 
Xn dramatizing this conflict about semaJ relation" 
ship in Slanthe*s personality, Wiliims is quite akin to 
Strindberg, a sex conflict is one of the eminent theaes in 
Strindberg's mays e»g» in Ladv Julie and Shf Jtthen 
ffer nervousness is apparent in everything • in her 
very tppearancet in the manner of her dressing, laughing and 
evm in her manner of convermtion* Throughout the play we 
find several refermces to her long hot water baths uhidi are 
meant to cool dom her temper and nerve* 
fhe reasons responsible for her nervous breakdown 
can be divided into two broad categories * social and 
psydhological* 
7* Tennessee milims, 4 9trnt ^rJl^9i PuiTi* 
( ASm m recti one Booh} i947, p^SS 
( Sere after referred to M A Street Cap^l 
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fkousfh we are not witnese to the fact that Manehe 
in asoumerner beeeatae when the play opens am find J^micke in 
a torn of Morth u^ere ^e hat cme to live with her eioter 
and brotherein"!am Bit in the course of the play we find an 
indication of the fad that Mandie it an inhabitant of the 
South, afio now on aoeount of the lote of the plmtation haa 
a 
come to live loith her ape like brother^in^louf who proved to 
be the author of her tragedy* 
Stanley's extetence depends upon the fact "the 
world is a pigsty and he is the king of the pigs* * Sis 
very existence is threatened by the arrival of Manche - an 
mblem of beauty and deHeacy • dinoing to old gracious 
codes of gentility and traditions off Souths So Stanley 
becomes Jealous of her and tries to mash her pride* The 
conflict arises because of the dash of two cultures - one 
primitive but gmtle and gracious end the other modem but 
meehani&il and barbaric • resulting in ^anehe's psychological 
disorder* Sow there are two choices for Manehe either to 
cling to the dream of the past, t^ieh is an impossible choice 
8', Tennmsee filliamsp d Street Can 
op* citU8*f p*78 
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tine* no one eon live in a dream mo rid forever, or to adjust 
with the mpleaB&nt reaHties of the pretenU Mandie mike* 
to 
thie inpos9ible t^oiee, as to her, deatruetion ie preferable/ 
barbarim* Xn the light of the above dia&iaaione it eon be 
aaid for certain that the claah of two oentradietory 
eiviligmtion ia one of the important factora cauaing nervowa 
breakdoun in Slcndhe'a peraonality* 
Mother eminent reason under the category of 
pay^ologioal reaaena ia her om feeHinga of guilt aaaooiated 
alth the auieide of her huaband* Her diaintefration began 
long before her claah tifith Stanley ^owalakim The proeeaa 
atarted vAth the death of her young huaband whom the married 
at an early age^a weak and purturbed boy who ^mmitted auieide 
at the diaeovery of hi a parverai m» Xn retroapeet aha teiowa 
that he waa the only mm she had ever loved, as ahe heraelf 
aaya t 
Ve waa a boify Juat a boy, whm X waa a very young 
girl, uhen X waa aixteen X made the diaeovery^love* Ml 
atonce and mueh too completely* Xt ma like you suddenly 
turned a blinding li^t on aomefhing that had alwaya been 
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half in shadow ihat'a how it Btruek the world forme* Btt 
X wao imlueky*** Sto'd etruck tht romlpor into M9 mouth 
end fired • eo that l^e l»€k of/iead had been Mom ^wtiyi 
It wae beeauee on the denee floor unable to etop myeelf • 
I'd euddmly said '^ know I 9am you dteguat me"* Md then 
the search light whtdh had turned on the world was turned 
off again and never for one Momen i sinoe has there been any 
o 
light that's stronger than this Mtchen»candle « •*• ' 
The above quoted lines show her deep love for her 
husband md also the fttet that she holds herself responsibfe 
for his death mid it is &iis feeling sf guilt uhieh harbinges 
tragedy in Jier life, 
Seeondly§ her dreams and illusions for a^ wasted 
life are also responsible for her nervous breakdoun* She is a 
woman in her late thirties • whose attraction for man has 
started fading* But she mnts to maintain the seme illusion 
of lostbeauty and glamour by making excessive use of furs, 
jwellery, powders and perfumes* Tet inspite of all her 
efforts she fails in it bemuse no one can avoid the reality 
9* Tmnessee miiems» d Street &xr 
Op* Cfttus, pp* S08*li0 
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of fading beauty • vHm finally die is forced te face the 
reality *• her personality breake dotm* 
fhtrOly, her urgent need for hman vfirmfh and 
eompmionehip also adds a lot in making her a neurotic* 
After the death of her hue band, she finds herself guite 
alone and alienated in this vast world of strmngere* 
mimXagsn the director of the play mphastxed this fact 
in his note book * 
'JSSanehe's spine or life motif is 'find protection 
• ••• end human mrath ••» uHerever she could find itt en 
their tems» the mer&tmtf the travelling salemm end 
10 
the others*••** * 
JBut in her sttmpts to find protection and 
compenion^ip, the fails to find anyone tender enough to 
satisfy her motional needs* She realizes ihat her diverse 
affsirs have given her no satisfaction and were nothing more 
Plan a pointless frensyi 
K**I ihink it was panic, Just panic that drove 
10, Slia Xasang Mote Book Prom A Mreet Oar Mae ed Desire 
( Mew Tor*), 1953 
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mg frm ma to mi0thgr hvntlng for am€ pr9t0etton» • 
M$w »ho hB& tm atrawe to cXtng to i &it ilZugton 
that a wealthy man in PloHda is going to leave his aMfs for 
her sake end the pro sheets of marrying the simple ond 
unglmorous Ifit^t ttfio imagines her to be pure and innocent 
iut abandons her aft«« he diseopers her shady past* For a 
fliBering mpment it seems that Man€he*s refrain "It's 
only a paper moon. Just as phony as it ^en be but it mul<S^*t 
be make beliette if you believed in me% oomes tms* Mkt with 
the harsh tout^ of reality this dream is shattered* 
fefhaps ^itth is the gentl man Man^e has been 
seeking^ for so long* Be is the last remnant of her ideal • 
an example of Smithem gentility* Mtish also finds in 
Manehe the true quality of a lady* ^is time Mantke does 
not want to loose Mit^ as she is aware of her fading 
beauty and physical c^m* J^ow like other normal women t^te 
too hopes to find a pemmmt abode and sincere 
relation ship* 
Bit eftl« dream of her getting married to Mit^ is 
IMMHMM«BMM«» 
/ / • Tenneseee Willims, A Street §ar* 
0p» mtus*$ p»iS9 
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^attertd bif Stanley uho is Jmloua ef %«T beeause Mancke 
haa €haUmg$di the aaatmpti&nt upm wfiieh hie very axietmea 
l« te«td« Se dethrmaa Ml<m<^€ in mt^** ayes hy tmravallini 
the aordidnaae in Har life* Sa triwnpha hy proving that aha 
is not aa ai^erior and delicate as Mtf setma to he* She 
rc^e ia the culmination and aymbol of this victory* It is 
the final act of destruction* Stanley destroys Blanche hy 
raping her* It eaus^ complete breakdoim in JESanehe*s 
character* Md at last when she comes to know that she is 
to be adMiitted to an assylwa , ^epathetically resigns 
herself to her fate* Ser words, *Wio aoever you are • I 
have always depmded on the kindness of strangers^ show 
the desperateneas of her heart and the extmt to shich she 
has been deceived by i^ society* Side by side it also 
espre^ess nilisss deep seated vmem against society 
ahich is not sympathetic and considerate to its individuals* 
One finds that throughout the play Man<^e tries 
to pose sftat she is not* ffer masquerading behind the facade 
of feystidionsness is a sort of defense medhani^n an her 
part, hut it proves a failure, her destruction is inevitable 
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ae John GoBsanar has ewmmted* 
%•• Th0 play emmmieat^ » ««t#« 0f emat 
fatality of life doatroyed hy fruatration in love againat 
which pratmtiona and illueiona are a pathetic and futile 
defenae** 
In the laat analyaia Stme^e'a character ie one 
of the moat haunting ^araetera in Tenneaaee Wtlliama cannon 
and one of the fineat peyehological atudiea made hy l^ia 
very amaitive drtmatiet* 
She third important woman who ia to be atudied 
under thia category ia^ra* &oforth, the protagoniat of the 
Pi<^y» ^* ^*i^ ^in ^ f g ^»^ ^»g Bare mv More, lira* 
Goforth ia an old ariatocratic lody^ m widow reaidtng in c 
villa on a high moimtain mrrounded hy aea on all aidee* 
Thia conveya a aenae of iaolation, lonalineaa and lack of 
eommunication with iiha world in Mra* (hforth'a peraonality • 
a neurotic t^amotertatie* It alao conveya her inadequacy 
and fear of eatabliahing contact with the people apart from 
her om ataff* She doesnH feel at eaae with the people 
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of the outer world uhie^ tlJustrates her neurotic eindition 
of mind* 9hen Chris, a yoimg poet ernes to present her a hook 
of poms she refuses to meet the yomg man tshidh shoxos her 
sense of insecurity and suspicion 6f the extemaZ world* 9hm 
there is a tussle between her md MacMe • her secretary, 
over the issue uhether the sign, Private Property Setsare 
Of Dogs*, is put after Chris came or before, she feels 
purturbed beoasue she is eu^ietous and thinks that Chris will 
take it to court and make it a legal question* 
Mrs* Go forth* 8 sense of insecurity makei her 
dominating^ She mnts to have full control of the world 
created by her and also of the lives of the people en this 
island, for tlhe feels insecure in the larger world* She is 
painfully aware of herself and is completely involved in her 
om feelings, ambitions and fears* She is guite hostile and 
domineering towards her subordinates* Ber hostility is 
apparent in the scene uHen Menkie wants to call the doctor 
for the treatment of Chris, the young poet oho has been badly 
injured by dogs* Mrs Go forth refuses and says, ^that's what 
dogs are here for" she is hostile to the extent of asking the 
servants to rmove the food'^tray from her guest*s room* fhe 
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only food provided there wae some hlaek oof fee and bread * 
which also indicate the lack of enthusi&em for life mong 
people living over there espeeialty in Mre» Chforth • Being 
a mentally disturbed lady she can't sleep peacefully at 
ni^/hte and disturbs her subordinates too by dictating thm 
something or the other* But sometimes we feeH that 
authorttariani&a is a sort of defense meefianisa tdth her «• 
«ft* suffers from a deep sense of insecurity qtd fear* Btt we 
sense a feeling of sympathy and compassion on the part of 
Willi ems, vfiile dealing with Mrs* Cfoforth*e character* 
She reasons whi€h precipi tate tragedy in Mrs* 
0oforth'8 life are manifold* But for the purpose of under* 
standing the nature of her peycholo0cal problms^some of 
them will have to be idmttfied* 
In the first place the neurosis in her personality 
oeeurs on account of physical ailmmts and mental conflicts* 
Shore is nothing mentioned particularly about her disease 
throughout the play0- But there are some sli^t references 
indicating this fact* 
Mrs Oofortht *^e it something Z put on the 
tapereoorder in my bed»r6om after I'd been provided 08« of 
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12 
thOBe injections thai vpset my balance ai ni^t\ 
3hi9 quotation mfclde two meaniaga* She very fact 
that ihe ham hem given injectione proves that she is suffering 
from some dieease* fhe eeeond meaning conveyed through the 
phrase Hhat upeet my halance at night* proves thai she is 
suffering from some psychic disease* Mother indication of her 
illness is given hy the appearance of the doctor and the stage 
assistants with en Z»ray madtine* 
Another important reason for her nervous hredkdsvn is 
her dissatisfied married life* Shoush ^rs* Ooforth, has hem 
married four times none of her marriages has answered to her 
deep desires and imagination* Ihe nme "OSforth" whi<^ ^e bears 
is the tame of her first husband and she bmrs it out of the 
feelings of respect for him* But her fourth marriage was m 
marriage in the true sense of the word, an outburst of love 
from both sides, as she herself asserts t 
'7 am talking about my fourth husband, the last one, 
the one X married for love*** ttho plunged off the grande 
corvidte between Monte Carlo and died that ni^t in my arms in 
a clinic at Nice! and my heart died leith him forever!* ^ 
12, Tmnessee miliams. She Milk Train Does Not fftos Bsre Mv 
Mb re* (Zondonf Seeker * mirburg]7l964,p»S0 
13* Tennessee Williams, She Milk Train 
Qp*Gitus, p-'iO 
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fht third important reason reap^nsiMe for har 
nmr^tic Btate ! • her ohseteion with &6Sk Xnapitg of har ioB9 d 
ovmmimtion uAth p^oplt the is too msily iured hy the fUehi 
In the beginning she deem*t ehota my intereet in Ohrisi the 
young poet hut am soon o« eke Meee him* ^ e is dharmed hy his 
geoephyaiool appearance i 
mmp he*e not bad iooktng in a wiid m>rt of my tut 
/ ' « afraid he*9 a beatnik*" ^"^ 
She ie proud of her physique " uhit^ proms mode of 
seif d&eeption for her* She invites Chris to her bed room uihUe 
eke ie in a state of undressi 
*2h my bed-^room - in here I almost nepers if ever 
wt^r a stich of cloihes in ewmer* B&n't you Hktt thatf J •*• 
S*m never dressed in my bedroom m /»« going to Us dom and 
rest on thie ooo2 bed* wam^ thsss sheets are so osoU Cms on 
in vhy are you standing pamjysed in that door** '^ 
Shis gustation mveils the sexual aspect of Mrs* 
Goforih*s dmraoter and her dehamonined matitat relationehips^^ 
imi'i II r i j m 
H fsf^nsssss mUims, She Milk T^in. 
op*mtus, pmi7 
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Though ehe haa h§m mmrriad four timn$ h9r atjeuai deairaw 
and patatonB are ttiZl unaatiefied* So QUt of frustration she 
has developed an ohse^tve interest in t:.* aet of love^eking 
Biftlcft eauoea nervoua hreakdom in her personality* 
The fourth factor which causes nervous breakdoum in 
Mrs, Goforth'8 personality is the esHstmtial factor* fhous^ 
she is an aging woman she finds hereof unable to aeeept the 
reality of death* She ie mable to relate herself to the 
n^der world - the reason perhaps is that she has not lived 
her life meaningfully and has not achieved anything worthwhile 
so ^e is scared of death* It shows that though placed in the 
world full of materialistic pieasurest ^^ f^9 in a deeper 
sense rejected life • and now because of her rejection of 
selff she is not in a position to accept the reality of death* 
Sven now she wants to ding more and more to the worldly thin^ 
su(^ as Jwellery diamond and money etc* it brings out the feci 
that she has not enjoyed life up to the limit of satiation^ 
In order to die peacefully she does want to create something 
meaningful* for that purpose she is dictating her memoirs to 
be compiled in the form of a booh* She writing of her memoira 
symbolically suggests her desire to live in the past-, like 
« 5(P . 
Mandctt Zeura and Slanche - ^e la trying to make an 
imposefble choiae* But meesing up of the memirs convey the 
fact that she can't live in drecme and illuetona of a 
ufieied life - she has to bear the reality, the ultimate 
reality of death, 
Ber tragedy is this • she has always attached 
great value to the things of perishable nature* Her nervous 
breakdoun is sn indication of her hidden avfireness of their 
worthlei^ness* Sut in the md salvation is achieved with the 
help of the young poet Chris* ffe esplains to the old lady 
the reality of deathf 
"... Eow to live and to die in a imy that's more 
dignified than most of us know how to do iU Md of how nst 
to be frightened of not knowing u^at's not meant to he knem$ 
acceptance of not knowing anything but the moment of still 
existing, and acceptance of that mommt too* '^ 
Chris ejplains to her the meaning of God aid death 
and the ine^tability of this ultimate reality md lessens 
her suffering by helping her to accept deaf^ - vihich is her 
»>m " " ' • I I I I I I l l I 
;<5. Tennessee Willicens. She Milk frainm 
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6n2y salvation, 
fhese mr§ in 0hoH somt of ih9 rm99n respenaihlt 
for Mrs* Soforth'B n^rmm hrmkdom « trrtiat$on e&ua^d tiy 
eoniinuouB Hinges, hgr unpl^aemt md digaatitfied married 
lif€ damid #/loo«> h«r camtal attitude totsBtrda sax md tha 
rejunivate 
imek of mtfthin§ ertatipe to/har asdaimea aftar hat dmth* 
Trom m partiauiar point of piaa Oatharina Bolltf^too 
em ha emaidared «« « nauratie ^araeter* JSha ia a. yow%g and 
attraatipa 0r2 hahhJing ah&ui iha daath of hor eouain^ 
Sabaatimi* ffarwua hraakdown in har maa ia aaaoaiatad u^th an 
iw^oaaihia ana ni^it affair: ahith aha knew could navar hal 
* At a Jiodri graas baJt^ama hoy that took ma to it 
got too drunk to atand ^p$ I want ad to go homa* I atartad out 
for a taxi* Somahody took my am and m1d$ '^*lJt driva you 
homa*»»*Sfa took ma hom^ but took ma anothar place first* Wa 
atoppad naar tha dwalUng oaka at ma md of aiplmda atraaU 
X saidt *ahat for ha dtdn*t anawer Juat atruek a matth in tha 
ear to li^t a eigaratta md I lookad at him in tha earl kno& 
lOmt forH - Wa walked mrough the great miaty aaks aa if 
aomatmdy vfia ealling ua for help there* Jt loat htm ha took ma 
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hom0 md mid m mwful thing t& m^ "be'tf HUer forget if 
ht said %y arf/« l« «jp§eting a e^ild md" -^ i Jmi entered 
&i9 hou00 md aat thtre thinking a littl* md thm I BUddmly 
called iajd and wmt ri^i hack tc Moa§90lt hatel ball room 
md jetted him m the fUar md rm t^ tc htm md beat him as 
i eculd in the face md oheet idth my fiete**** After that Ike 
next morning I started writing my diary in the third perem***^ 
17 X couldn't go cut my mere^" 
It ehewe that e^e woe terribly Rocked by ihie 
incident* She ceuldn't cemmtmieate tdth the wcrld and wae 
alimatm evm frm herself as she terete her diary in the third 
person* Mtt as the play prcceeds ane becomes aware that mere 
are imre thm one reasons as^dated tdth her abnormal bekaviout 
m(0i as frustration in love and Pie ^ock received by the 
hideous death of her cousin and finally ^e brutal b^aviour 
of the people aroimd her* 
When she was in desperate situation it v^s her 
cousin sho pat on her back* She remperated her desperate 
situation with the help of his smsitivity towards her md the 
warmth of his love* Inapite of her'e and Mrs* Vmable'e refusal 
17* Tmneseee Williams, ^^mlV i^ fgf t^ ^ f^fi: (^m fl^ T^ff^  
(Mndont Seeker A Warburg}f 
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he io6k her with htm en a mtmer tour* Shere Catharine fowid 
him extreerdinariJu lotftng end eeneittpe tewarde her ae ahe 
•ayet 
'Be wae affectionate uMth me, •« sweet md 
attffitive to me that some peeple took us for a honeif^oon 
couple until they noticed that we had separate state rooms% 
JSUt soon Catharine discovers that it was * *te 
mttmotS attention**»Md before long, vhen the weather got 
warmer and the beach so crowded he didn't need me mipssre for 
the purpose^ .m^9 
She words Httmct attention" have a hiddm 
meaning, Shese words disclose the nature of Sebastian's 
interest in Catharine* Be was a homosexual and needsd some 
beautiful and dtarming lady to procure for him* Mt as soon 
as he had secured bo^e for him, he became indifferent to 
Catharine* Ifo wonder she was shocked and disgusted* 
Mother factor re^onsihle for her nervous 
breakdown is the terrible and unejpected death of Sebastian* 
18* Tennessee Willi ms. Sudd ml y Ms t SmmerfWive PlausJ 
(Zondsnf Setter * Warburg), 
id$S, pp* 02 
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it $9 net 9niy the faet of 4mih Utt the my tn uHt^ he dies 
that has ehoGked her 6ut 9f her eefiee^he^iise «• ehe descHheet 
it seme te he a mee of eannihaiim* On aeeount of the 
nmipimeeMlity of her aceomt of SeMetian's dei^th evm her 
mother does not believe the acmmt md thinke it te too 
hideous to he true* 
Bit ea^artne insists ^on the crediHiity of Ihe 
storyf 
*Mt mothers didn't invmt it» i hiom it's a hideous 
story 
story hut it's m true/of our time and the world we live in end 
2C 
vB^t did truly htg^pm to oouain Sebastian in <^h sa'Hle'>Sohot" 
The shook of the violent and brutal death of her 
cousin has estranged Catharine from the world of oonvmtional 
reality* Qonsequmtlyt the em't oomnmieate t^th people around 
her and they do not believe in her fantastic story* 
fhe Imt but not least important factor responsible 
for her neurotic state is the submhmtm and brutal bt^aviour of 
the persona around hefk l^ot only her amt but evm her mother 
20. fmnessee milims, §t4^0l^ jj^vfJ^Um^ 
0pm (HtUB, P*^9 
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and brother George all are of the opinion that the ie telling 
a ftetieioua story about the death of her eouein. They all are 
prone to get her operated since they don't want to hear this 
terrible story anymore, ill they want is to protect their self 
interest and prestige* But it is not totally because of the 
non trustability of the story, but partly because of the money 
which Sebastian has bequeathed to them by will* George and 
her mother^ Mrs, Bolly, know it very well that if Catharine 
continues saying like this, aunt Violet will alter the will 
and most probably they won't get a single penny, George 
requests Gatharinei 
"Jesus: ti^at are you up to? Suh? Sister? ire you 
trying to ruin us Cathie, Cathie you got to forgett that story: 
Of 
can'rcha? For your fifty grand. "^ 
They are afraid of truth, because it is likely to 
deprive them of the money they hope to get so they are keen 
to please the aunt, Mrs, fenable, at any cost. If they can get 
the money they wont hesitate even in getting Catharine 
operated. On the other hand Mrs* fenable has also got the same 
scornful attitude towards Catharine, She is of the opinion 
21, Tennessee iiUiamsi Suddenly* (Five Plaus) 
Op* Citus,, p*258 
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that it i9 only heaauBB « / Catharine that g^e teat her eon and 
believes her to be in love vdth Sebastian* Shey all want to 
change the atory to suit their self interests even tkou^ it 
may mount to a distortion of reality^ S^ the eonfHot arising 
out of these selfish motives derives her to mental deragement* 
in vi00 of the above analysis the causes responsible 
for Catharine's nmrotic state of mind eon be counted as her 
poMsion for a sort of eommunim whi<h can never be, her love 
and sympathy fsr her cousin and the subseguent disi9>pointment 
and frustration received by his death* 
Shou^ Tennessee Williams is mufh more shilled in 
dealing with neurotic characters he has also probed into tPne 
cases of regression* She best sample of it is Babu IfolJf, 
In the words of OattleS Sdkiner degression is a 
definite reaction involving a retreat to the use of reaction 
patterns which were appropriate at an earlier level of 
development* It involves modification of behaviour in ths 
direction of more primitive infantile modes of behaviour* She 
frustrated adult may return to the teaser tantrums uhiOi were 
useful during childhood* It is best typified by the tendency 
• 67 «• 
<*2 0 / &lder PMople U live m^re and mor4 in the pawU ** 
in ease of ^Sahy mxi* it is • aert 9f defmee 
medhanism in order to escape the undesirable reality of her 
married life* This young girl ofniniem is married to the 
middle aged Ardiie Zee Mei^an, yet refuses to consumate the 
marriage imtill as she puts it, *She is r^dyl She sleeps in 
the nursery and meks her thumb "this eke does in order to 
avoid a physical relations^iip atth a person whom she finds 
disgusting* Archie l^ee Heighan wam*t a men of her dreams as 
she herself says* 
'Vust look at yourself you*re not exactly a young 
23 0rTs drem eome true Archie Lee Ueighm* * 
Shese lines apparmtly show her indiffermt feelings 
towards her husband * She is seared of sex and has an inhibited 
sort of attitude toaftrds physieal relationship • as soon as 
he tries to toudli her she threatms him about the atringement 
of the agreement ^idh were made betwem the two* 
•S&bv Dolli Keep y'r hands off met Will ytOi f Ke^ 
to 
your hands off»*mi am going to move/the Got^m Ming uotel, the 
22. J*C, 001 man, ^p^^fjae^PsytfhfOlgqH 4^4 Mpj^rn Mi"? 
(Seott Forestfim * i^ompany}^ 1964$ p* iOf 
23* Tennessee Williams, &bv m^ (Sorint for the MlmJ 
(Zondont Seeker * Warburg)$ 
i95U p* SO 
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very next time yeu try to hreak the agreement: *&« v^ry next 
time'* ^^ 
Suit mis t^9Uld not lead ue to believe that thia yomg 
girj ie semally inadequate because often ehe comes intp 
contact with a young men Si2m, a mm of her dreams and 
desires her attitude suddenly {^nges* ^er interest in semal 
relationship is awakmed* As Tennessee WilUens ejplains in 
the stage direction* 
"She suddenly tilts her head beck against the bare 
throat of the man standing b^ind her* Ber eyes tlmdhed shut* 
His eyelids flutter as his body presses against all the 
mindless virgin softness of her abundant young flesh* " ^ 
yrom the very beginning one finds her interested in 
the young men, ahi€^ the author identifies as a sort of 
Vagnetiem** 
"Abu poll^ * has uflndered back to oristen as if 
driven P^ 
unconsciously /by the magnetism of the two young males** 
24* fmnessee William^ Al^ V ^ii( (^9mt f^T ^ff Flll^ 
(Zondent Se^er A Warburg), 
i951, p* i4 
25> Ibid, p* S^ 
26* Ibid, p* 55 
(Bere after referred to as JSabu Sol^) 
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Mr2i€r to this 8h€ not mZy BJ^^B tn nursery and 
gucka her thtimb but mJso crawls liMe m child making her way 
'hn hande and kneee to the wtndew"* She tea baby even in her 
2o6ka and ehoiee* She wears childish things* 9hm Vocarro 
praising ene ef her garmmt asks nhidi colour is this «ft« 
8Udd0t2y replies,'^Just Baby -blue** Sut as seen as she finds 
herself inclined tswards a young man she becomes a g^^vtm up 
wsmanm All the qualities of complete wtmcnhood are developed 
in her all of m suddm as the dramatist himself commentsi 
*3here is a grace and sweetness and softness of 
27 
epeedh about her, unknom before •**•»" 
•A&y Ihll* ufio incite of being a grown t^ girl had 
regressed to the infantile behaviour in order to avoid contact 
when 
with her hitsbandt now becomes a grown up and sensitive woman / 
there is a stirring contact with an attraetiue t^ung man* 
In view of the above discussion we can say that 
when the cause of regression is removed it ceases to exist* 
So in ^is case mental derangement or refusal to face reality 
does not have any tragic implications because we are made 
aware that with a little tact and imagination su^ problems 
• H M M W i m * 
27, Tmnessee militats, Mtbv DoJf^ 
Op* Oitus*» p» 135 
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eon be solved* It ta m ordinary human problem, a kind of 
defence me^mim whidh, eea»eB to operate tehen the patient 
is able to form a meaningfut natural and toam relationehip 
u^th eft# external world* 
JVwi a detailed and critical study of Willima 
neurotic women we can conclude that these ypmen are prtmented 
with a toutih of sympathy and compassion* fhou^ they are 
often rash and dengerous to thmselpes they are not so in 
relation to society* fhey are victims of social and 
existential factors leading to intense psychological conflicts 
resulting in nervous breakdom* 3!^ a gr»ii extmt it is the 
brutal end loveless behaviour if the people around thm which 
is responsible for their psychological derangement* M overall 
consideration of Williams^ neurotic wmm involves a oritidm 
of society* It shows that the society does not care for the 
dreamsp aspirations and motional denands of tfte individual* 
And people who can not adjust thmsetves to this state of 
affairs «r« liable to breakdown *» loosing touch with reality* 
In view of the above discussion some common 
diaracteristics of these neurotic wmm can be identified* 
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0n9 of the covmon characteristics of these momen ie their 
inability to face reality and their need to find shelter in 
the world of fragile dreams "-^ or in a flight to childhood. 
Another eminent characteristic regarding these women is their 
nostalgic nature. They want to adhere to their past in order 
to make life bearable. The third important characteristic of 
these women is their passionate nature - sometimes these 
passions take the form of self destruction as in the case of 
Blanche Du Bois, Sometimes these women suppress their passions 
to an extent that they become the vtettm of society as in the 
case of Laura and Catharine Solly, But in all cases iiUiams 
gives an evidence of imaginative insight in his characters 
and projects their tormented and complex personalities with 
great dramatic force. 
CBAPTER ir 
PROBLEM OFAOING fOMEN AND LOST WOMEN 
Chapter If 
Problem, of Aging tonen And lost fomen 
An overall survey of fillians* work reveale that he is 
deeply interested in dealing wiih the problems and complicated 
psychology of middle aged women. In Sweet Bird Of Touth, The 
Milk Train Does Not Stop Here Anu More^ A Street Car Named 
Desiret The Boee TattpM Suddenly Last Summer and in some other 
plays, filliams has projected the problems and plight of aging 
women and has probed acutely into their complicated psychological 
states. Often they are shown as women who have lost the real 
mottoes of their lives and the course of their existence is 
complicated by their hidden desires, particularly their repressed 
sexuality. As they have not enjoyed life to its full capacity 
they are psychcmgically disturbed and mentally tormented. 
Some of these women are one time famous movie actresses, 
others have enjoyed glamour in some other ways. But at present 
all of them are isolated from the world of glamour and romance 
because their beauty is fading away. Often they try to compensate 
for that by clinging to some young man in order to fulfill their 
desires. They tend to cling to their departed youth and faded 
glamour and try to live in a world of make^belief. 
Another characteristic of these women is their need to 
dominate, and tame some one to satisfy their emotional needs. 
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Mra, Stone in The Boman Spring Of Mr6* Stone, has her husband 
as the tamed boy, princess Alexandra in Sweet Bird has full 
poseeesion of Chance Wayne, Mrs* Venable in Suddenly is 
emotionally dependent on her poet son - Sabastian Venable, 
Blanche in the Street Car tries to tame Mitch, 
Princess Alexandra, an ex-'Movie actress who is isolated 
from the film world is suffering from various psychological 
troubles'' sometimes it takes the form of breathing trouble at 
others it is sheer panic. Though she retired from the film world 
of her own free will, her desire to lead a life of glamour and 
romance is not satiated, but her advancing age is an 
unsurmountahle barrier in the realisation of her dreams. Her 
relationship with Chance fayne is ambiguous, Ifhile she clings 
to hin because he is young and handsome he, on his part, is 
living with her as he hopes to become an actor with the help of her 
reputation. The dilemma of her fate is that though she is an 
old woman she desperately craves for the attention of young men. 
The company of Chance Wayne, she hopes, will give her a romantic 
image and will compensate for her lost - glory and youth. But 
as soon as she gets to know about the box office success of her 
film, she runs away leaving Chance bewildered and destituted. 
This bears testimony to the self centred way of her life. The 
fear of old age has made her authoritative and ill tempered. She 
has tamed Chance to obey her. He resents, it, but is willynilly 
an instrument of her desires. 
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HUiano has dramatised in her personality a conflict 
between lust for life and a brooding death wish* She is at 
times overwhelmed with the thought of her declining years and 
the reality of death, but she can*t face this terrifying 
consciousness and tries to brush it aside, she sayst 
"Shether or not I do haue a disease of the heart that 
places an early terminal date on any life, no mention of that, 
no reference to it ever. No mention of death, never, never 
a word on that odious subject* I've been accused of having a 
death wish but I think it is life I wish for, terribly, 
shamelessly on any terms whatsoever, * 
9e also notice that her fear of death and old age is a 
manifestation of unsatiated sexual desire and passions* And 
though quite old she still craves for sexual satisfaction* 
She never looses an opportunity of making physical contact, 
with Chance Hyne and wants to forget the fact of her advancing 
years through the act of love making* She invites Chancef 
"I have a way to forget these things, I don't want 
to remember and that's through the act of love-^making* That's 
the only dependable distraction so when J say now, because I 
need that distraction, it has to be now not later* It's time 
for me to find and if you are able to give it to me* Tou mustrt't 
1* Tennessee Hlliams, Sweet Bird of Touth, (£ New Directions 
Book, f959}, p. 25 
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hang on to your Silly little idea that you can increase your 
value by turning away and looking out of a window when somebody 
wants you • • .* / want you ••• I say now and J mean now • .* now 
get a little sweet music on the radio and cone here to me and 
make me almost believe that we're a pair of young lovers 
2 
without any shame*" 
Another woman belonging to this category is Mrs^Goforth, 
the protagonist of The Milk Train Does Not Stop Sere Anu More, 
Like Alexandra, she too is an aging woman, and like her, she too 
is dominating and ill tempered* She lives in an island 
surrounded by water on all sides which symbolises her isolation 
from the world of reality. Like Alexandra, she is mentally 
disturbed and sick which suggest her lack of satisfaction with 
her past existence* She is dictating her memoirs to her 
secretary Blackie, which symbolically suggest her desire to 
cling to her past • her departed youth and lost glory* 
The play. The Milk Train* is a dramatic presentation 
of the existential anguish of an old woman who is called upon 
to accept the reality of death but is unable to do so* The 
play as announced by the stage assistants is presented as a 
masque or pageant describing "the course of the two final days 
of Mrs, Qoforth's existence*"^ 
2* Tennessee Hlliamsi Sweet Bird of Youth, Op,Citu&, p*34 
3* Tennessee Hlliams; The Milk Train Does Mot Stop Here Any 
More (London, Seeker & Warburg, 1964J, p* 7 
Hereafter referred to as Milk Train Op,Citus*, 
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In tkia play we find a complete breakdown of 
Gommunteation between Mrs, Go forth and the outer world. The 
old lady has ahut herself in her own private world and 
refuses to cose into contact with anybody except her own 
chosen people mho dance attendance on her* fhen the young 
poet, Ohris, comes to present her a book of poems she refuses 
to see him* In fact shs is quite pleased to note that her dogs 
have bitten him and refuses to offer him the services of a 
doctor. She quite carelessly says, "It is only for what the 
dogs are meant here, " 
later on due to her fear that the person concerned may 
make an issue out of it or may take it to the court she orders 
to have a sign put at the entrance^ "Private property Beware 
of Dogs", This shoms her extreme fear of the external world and 
her need to cling to the world of make belief. It is here, too, 
that she can dominate and arrange things to satisfy her own 
emotional needs. But inspite of her isolation, she is obsessed 
with sex which for her is a means of escape from the 
uncomfortable realities of existence. So as soon as she sets 
eyes on Chris, the young poet, she is attracted by his charming 
personality and quickly she changes her mind. She sayst 
"Humm, He's not bad looking in a wild sort of way. 
But I'm afraid he*s a beatnik,'^ 
4, Tennessee filliams. The Milk Train^ Op,Citue, p,17 
// I,'— 
( Arc. Nif. ) ^ 
'"'/is. Univef 
i a t e r sAe tnwltefi <7Arf« to Aer Z>e<frooro when she is in a state of 
complete undress and shamelessly drams his attention to her 
physique, of which she is still proud: 
'*So come on in, we can talk in my bed-»room •*• Chris 
I never was bothered with silliness of that hind* If you've 
got a figure that's pleasing to look at, why be selfish with 
it ,,. In my bedroom in here, I almost never if ever wear a 
stich of clothes in summers, like to feel cool air on my bare 
skin in summer, my body isn't stone figure, although it's been 
sculpted by several world famous sculptors it's still a flesh 
and blood figure. And don't think it's been easy to keep it the 
way it still is, I'm going to lie down and rest now on this cool 
bed, mmm, these sheets are so cool come on in» tfhy are you 
standing paralysed in that door*""^ 
Ser obsession with sex as the above quotation shows, is 
a result of her dissatisfied and deharmonieed married life about 
which we learn through her memoires: 
"My first two husbands were ugly as apes and my third 
one resembled an ostrish,'^ 
According to her own account it was only her fourth husban 
that she married for love as the following quotation shows: 
5. Tennessee Ulliams, The Milk Train^ 0p,CitU8,, pp, 85^86 
6, Ibid; p,9 
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•/ an talking about my fourth husband, the last one, 
the one I married for love who plunged off the grande corntche 
between Monte Carlo and - died that night in my arms in a Qlinic 
at HicefAnd my heart died with himf Forever,"' 
ffer love for fmellery and valuable possessions, like 
her obsession with sex, is for Mrs* Goforth a means of esoaping 
the reality of death. But towards the end of the play* the 
young poet, Chris, who is a symbol of Christ helps Mrs, So forth 
to accept death peacefully and becomes for her a means of 
salvation. Be explains to her the reality of deaths 
"Such is how to live and to die in a way that's more 
dignified than most of us know how to take it. And of how not to 
be frightened of not knowing what isn't meant to be known, 
acceptance of not knowing anything but the moment of still 
existing until we stop existing and acceptance of that 
moment too," 
This makes a deep impression on Mrs, Goforth and she respondst 
"fell I've escorted four husbands to the eternal 
threshold and came back alone without them ,,, It's my turn now, 
to go forth, and I've got no choice but to do it. But I'll do 
it alone, I don't want to be escorted, I want to go forth alone,'^ 
7, Tennessee Hlliams, The Milk Train, Op,Cttus,, p,10 
8, Ibid, p,9f 
9, Ibid, p,92 
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Thus we find Hlliama rounding up a complex character with 
striking success and also handling the delicate theme of 
death in a moving and convincing manner* 
Another important character in this category is 
Blanche Du Bois • the protagonist of A Street Gar Named Desire* 
She is introduced in the play as a decadent southern belle who 
is no longer young and beautiful. Even she herself is painfully 
conscious of the fact and while talking to Stanley she says; 
"I'm not young and vulnerable any more," 
Her fear of the bright light and the naked bulbs is not only 
symbolic of her fear of reality but also expresses her 
consciousness of her fading beauty which can only reveal its 
charm in the half light of the shaded bulbs but can not stand 
the exposure of bright light. As at another point she says to 
Stellat 
"Mow, then, let me look at you. But don*t you look at 
me Stella, no, no not till later, not till I*ve bathed and rested! 
and turn that over light off, J won't be looked at in this 
11 
merciless glare *• 
In her own words. She ean*t "Stand a naked light bulb any more 
than a rude remark or a Vulgar action,"^^ 
10, Tennessee Hlliams, A Street Car Named Desire, 
(A New Direction Book, 1947) p,44 
11, Ibid! p,l6 
12, Ibid; p,60 
Sere after referred to as Street Car, Op,Citus,, 
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But we know that this is not only due to her distaste for 
vulgarity but also a fear of reality and a fear of the 
advancing old age* She wants to maintain the illusion of 
beauty and youth which is fast slipping through her fingers. 
She refuses to go out with Mitch at day time and the reason, 
we guess, is the same* 
Blanche's life history is also relevant in our 
understanding of her complex personality. As she tells Mitch 
she fell in love at the age of sixteen with a very young boy 
and got married to him» But this marriage was a dismal 
failure as her young husband turned out to be a homosexual* 
The rest of her life is a desperate struggle to find some meaning 
in life through a sympathetic and sincere relationship, but 
unfortunately all her relationships turn out to be shallow 
and abortive and lead her into a life of sexual licentiousness* 
In the course of the play we learn that she has indulged in 
many sexual affairs with all kinds of people without any 
discrimination on her part* She was even dismissed from her 
Job as a teacher for seducing a seventeen year old boy* 
Ber attempt to form a sincere relationship with Mitch, too, 
comes to nothing when he learns about her shaded past from her 
droitfter-tn-ioEJ and his illusions about her innocence and purity 
are shattered* Finally, she is raped by her brother-in-law 
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which destroys her self-respeet and pride and breaks her 
down mentally* Mer neurosis which was a natural result of 
her sexual licentiousness culminates in a nervous breakdown 
when she is finally demolished by her brother-in-law, 
Blanche's character has already been discussed in 
connection with the study of neurotic women. But since it is 
a very complex dramatic character, we can approach it from 
different points of view. And here we find that in Blanche 
filliams is also probing into the problem of an aging woman who 
finds herself at a loss when she realises that her beauty and 
youth has passed away, and her desire of forming a satisfactory 
relationship with another human being is now no more than 
an illusion. 
As is apparent from a deep study of his plays, 
iilliams is keenly interested in the problems and complexities 
of aging women - here too he has presented Blanche as an aging 
woman. She is a lady who was quite full of glamour and beauty 
at one time but now her attraction and glamour has started 
fading. But as human psychology is to crave for what is not in 
existencct Blanche tries to adhere to her lost youth and glamour. 
As soon as her attraction for men starts decreasing she finds 
herself lonely in this wide world and wants to form a permanent 
companionship and understanding with some one, which she tries 
to find in Mitch and Shep Leigh Bunt, her previous lover and 
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admirer - but what she gets is only sympathies from strangers 
which causes frustration and in the end this frustration 
bursts forth into the form of nervous breakdown* 
Another aging woman mhom we might consider in this 
chapter is Mrs, Venable - a leading figure of the play 
Suddenly Last Summerm fhe very impression of being aged and 
disappointment from life is apparent in her conversation with 
Sr, Cu-Kro-'HcMt fhe garden which was once the chief glory 
of the house is now in a state of neglect and decay. According 
to her it is not the expenses for maintaining the garden but the 
interest which she lacks* She saysi "So good bye, venus fly 
13 trapi like so much else *.« " "^ 
The word good bye which she says to the venus fly trap shows 
her sense of detachment from her early life and this feeling 
of detachment exhibits ihe fact of advanced old age, 
like other women of this category, she too is a sick 
old woman* She has suffered from a stroke of paralysis. It is 
only because of her illness and old age that Sebastian left 
her at home and pre fared to take Catharine Solly with him, who 
can serve his purpose well ^ because she is younger and more 
beautiful* Catharine Molly makes it clear in one of her 
statement St 
13* Tennessee Hllians, Five Playss Cat On A Hot Tin Boof» The 
Mose Tat to* Garden Die trie t, Orpheus 
Descending* (London: Seeker i Warburg, 1962, 
p* 240 
Hereafter referred to as Five Plans , Op* Citus*, 
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"She had a alight stroke in April, Xt Just affected 
one aide, the left aide of her face • • • but it was disfiguring 
and after that Sebastian couldn't use her,"^ Vhen she says 
''Sebastian couldn't use her'* - she means that her aunt is no 
more beautiful enough to attract boys for his son « which he 
needs being a homosexual* It conveys a sense of approaching 
old age and fading beauty on the part of Mrs* Venahle* 
Mrs* Venable herself is conscious of her old age -
and is not sure of her life. Once she mentions this fact to 
the doctors 
"I'm not afraid of using every last ounce and inch 
of my little^left over strength in doing Just what I am doing*' 
The word "last ounce and inch of my little left over 
strength", conveys a sense of decay and loss of power on her 
part* Like all other women of this category Mrs* Venable^ too^ 
tries to cling to the glorious past when people use to talk 
highly of her and her son as the couple of twoi 
"We were a famous couple ,,* and every appearance every 
16 time we appeared the attention was centred on us". 
15 
14* Tennessee fiUiams; Suddenly Last Summer (Five Plays), 
Op* Citus*, p*266 
15* Ibid! p*24f 
16* Ibid; p*24B 
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fhi8 ataUment of Mrs, Venable ahoms that $he imagined herself 
to be the ideal companion of her eon * and liked to believe 
that the relationship between the two was not of mother and 
son but of a couple* And now as he is no more, she tries to 
cling to the fame of her dead son and as a jealous and 
possessive mother she tries to save his reputation which is 
going to be spoiled by Catharine Solly who has a horrifying 
story to tell about his personality and the circumstances of 
his death. In order to save her son*s reputation as a poet, 
she wants her niece Catharine to be lobotomiMedm Even when the 
doctor tells her that there is no certainty about her stopping 
babbling after the operation, she coaxes the doctor to operate 
upon her. For Mrs, Venable it is absolutely necessary that 
her Son's glorious image should be preserved, because her 
imaginary youth is associated with her son. And the old lady 
has nothing to cling to, except the fame of her dead son. In the 
end IE® feel sorry for her but throughout the drama she is not 
presented as a sympathetic figure. Her personality comes out 
in front of the audience as a vigorous and courageous one who 
struggles for her existence and tries to save the fame of her 
dead son. In this regard she can be placed in the category of 
Amanda isfto desperately fights for the existence of her two 
children. But as pointed out elsewhere the drama belongs to 
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Catharine Holly and seen from this point of view Mrs* Venable 
is a tyrant who ia trying to silence Catharine since she can not 
face the ugly realities of existence* 
As it is apparent from the study of Williams'plays 
he is keenly interested in dealing with the problems of lonely 
people « especially of aging and frustrated women* According 
to one of his critics, Ulliams has created much more lonely 
people in his plays than sociologists have found in the real 
world* His characters are isolated beings who desire and eat 
and fight alone, struggle feverishly with the primary and 
related energies of love and death - «»^*, Mrs* So forth craves 
for life while as an aging woman she has to accept the ultimate 
reality of death, the same is true about Amanda in The Glass 
Menagerie and Blanche of A Street Car, They all cling to a 
wasted life and try to escape the present out of which 
frustration and conflict arises* And these are the favourite 
themes of Williams' dramas* This theme of lonely and aging 
women in Hlliams* plays is simultaneously contemporary and 
universal* It is not only the problem of America but of the 
entire world in the present century* 
CHAPTEB V 
SSI MOTIF AND AVERiGE WOMEH 
CHAPTER - f 
Sex Motif And Average Women 
Contrary to the frustrated and rather exceeeively 
refined ladies belonging to the decadent aristrocracy in 
Tennessee Hllians Plays, there is another group of southern 
women. They are full blooded uninhibited matrons who ssem 
to represent the convicHon that loue-'making is the Major 
reason for existence^ Margret in Cat On A Sot Tin Boof» 
Serafina Delle Boss and her daughter Bosa in The Boss Tatto» 
Baby Doll in the play bearing that name, Stella in A Street Car 
Named desire, and Maxine in The Sight Of The Iguana, belong to 
this group. The main line of action in each of these plays, as 
far as these women are concerned leads to a sexual intercourse. 
There is no artificial standard to thwart the design, for none 
of these women have been blighted by the outmoded properties of 
a Victorian culture or by bridling restrictions of a southern 
Puritanism, Bach of these women seems to know instinctively 
that sex is the only valid expression of life and believes that 
the opposite of passion is death. 
One of the important wom<m belonging to this category 
is Maggie, *the cat*, the heroine of 2%» Cat On ^  Sot Tin Boof, 
She is not only vocal but also determined^ She is a strong 
minded woman married to a cool and indifferent man. The play 
is a study of the deterioration of Brick Pollitt and an 
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tncreaaingly mani8h dominatton of hi8 wifet Margret, Her 
character ie an amalgam of uarious motifa tn mhiek the sex 
motif te the predominent one* She ia a vivacioua woman, deeply 
tn love with her huaband. Like a normal woman ahe wanta to 
have a baby of her own and aide by aide alao wanta to inherit 
the anceatral property, but finda heraalf in a poaition in 
which it ia inpoaaible to get what ahe deairea* But ahe atrivea 
to the best of her capacity* Inaptte of Brick*a diataate for 
her ahe hopea that he will come back to her and their aex life, 
cut off abruptly, will be revived if only Brick looka at her aa 
other men do, ihen the play opena we find the huaband and wife 
in a tenae relationahip* from one of Margret*a converaationa 
with Brick it ia clean 
"Margret,* I feel all the time like a cat on a hot 
tin roofs 
Brick: Then Jump off the roof, Jump off t*> cata 
can Jump off roofa and land on their 
four feet uninjured: 
Margret: Oh, yeai 
Brick: Bo iti - fo* God*a aake, do it ,,, 
Margret: Bo what? 
Brick: Take a lover: 
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Margret: I can't see a man but youi Even with 
my eyes closed • ••* 
From the above qiu)ted conversation it can be easily 
concluded that Maggie is passionately in love iDith her husband. 
It is true that she had had a brief affair with Skipper - a 
close friend of her husband for whom Brick had homosexual 
feelings, but this, can hardly be defined as a betrayal of her 
husband*s trust. The motives behind this affair are quite 
ambiguous and complex. It might have been a way of coming 
close to her husband or it could have been an Indirect way of 
arousing his Jealousy and thus to awake his passion for her. 
Another of Maggie's reason for having an affair with Skipper 
was to test his virility and to find out if he was a homosexual, 
The affair with Skipper also underlines a sexual licentiousness 
on her part and emphasises her character as a woman with a 
predominant sex motif. This relationship proves to be a 
failure. She accuses him of not being a man and out of disgust 
he commits suicide. Although there are many obscure reasons 
for his suicide and one of them is certainly his diminishing 
popularity as a sportsman, However the apparent reason is 
U Tennessee Hlliamss Five Plausi Cat On A Hot Tin Boof, 
The Rose Tat to. Garden Districts 
Orpheus JJescendinpa (London^ Seeker & 
Marburg, 1962), p, 15 
Hereafter referred to as Cat On A Hot Tin Hoof (Five Plaus) 
Op, Citus,, 
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Maggie's accusation of his not being a man. It breaks 
Brick*a heart and he comes to hate Maggie for being the cause 
of his friend's death. Brick is neither interested in sex 
nor in property. Me wants his father to bequeath his property 
to the "five no neck monsters" of his brother * Cooper, 
Though living in the same room with his wife he does not want 
to sleep with her « but is not strong enough to declare it 
in front of his family members. So when in order to inherit 
the ancestral property, Maggie makes a false announcement that 
she is expecting a baby - Brick is duty bound to provide her 
with a child or he will have to contradict Maggie's statement 
in public '" which he does not want because of his reputation. 
So while there is a money motive behind Maggie's false 
announcement there is also her hidden desire to come close to 
her husband. She compells Brick to sleep with her by destroying 
his liquor supply and by setting her own terms and conditions. 
She asserts her superiority, since she has become the stronger 
of the tv>o ever since Brick started dissipating himself. She 
tackles him with love and intelligence, as she says: 
"Oh! you weak people, you weak beautiful people 
who give up, What you want is someone to take 
hold of you, - Gently, gently with love,' . . . . • ^ 
2, Tennessee Williams, Cat On A Sot Tin Moof (Five Plays J, 
Op, Citus,, p,92 
In uiem of the above analysis we see that Maggie*8 
character is quite a complex one <- her actions are diversely 
motivated and thus bear a testimony to the complexity of her 
character. However the chief motivating force of her character 
is her frank sexual ins tinet% She is the most gripping 
character in the play* The drama revolves around her personality 
and passions* But tnspite of these complexities in her character 
iilliams has presented her as an average woman* She is not 
at all an idealistic person, like an average American woman 
she does not think it immoral to have extra marital sexual 
relationships* LiXs a normal house wife, she wants to have the 
love of her husband, a child of her own and money to fulfill the 
demands of a comfortable living* Thus we see that Tennessee 
S^illiams has succeeded in creating a convincing, complex and 
charming character from the material of every day experience and 
without resorting to exceptional qualities and idealistic 
traits, Maggie is an average woman but she holds our attention 
by virtue of her naturalness, authenticity and personal charm* 
Serafina Belle Rose and her daughter J^osa in The Rose 
Tat to also continue the pattern of Hlliams average woman with 
primary sex motif* They are much more vocal about their 
dedication to flesh* They both believe in the credo that the 
affirmation of the sex is central to a complete existence* 
They are men crazy and so deeply involved in physical passion 
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that they regard love superior to religion. They are created 
as characters Jealous of each other particularly mith regard 
to their love affairs and lovers* 
In the character delineation of Serafina, HlHams 
has created a woman given to an instinctive way of life. Her 
image of Rosarto is a lyrical tribute to his virility* She mas 
contended with her home and her husband who was competent to 
satisfy her sexual desires. She was exclusively interested in 
sex life, as she herself says that from their marriage night 
till the night her husband died they never skipped a night of 
love'^maktng, And she has even counted • four thousand, three 
hundred and eighty nights of lovo'^nakingi In the beginning of 
the play her conversation with Assunta, the seller of the 
drugs, about having a screaming o^ her breast and rose tattooed 
on her breast which her husband also bore, and the conversation 
about her conceiving a child shows how much pleasure she got 
through love'-making. But after the death of her husband she is 
so grief stricken that she retreats with her memory of him into 
a world of ker own, 
then the play opens, we find her to be a mature woman, 
neither too young, nor too old to be sexually attractive. But 
for the time being she tries to subdue all her urges and 
physical desires out of a sense of loyalty to her deceased 
husband. She has withdrawn completely from the real world into 
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a world of the memory of her husband and has developed a 
contradictery opinion about love* So when her daughter, Boea, 
becomes acquainted with a young sailor boy and falls in love 
with him, she dislikes her romantic relationship and doesn't 
permit her to meet the young man* But Bosa being a passionate 
and impulsive girl like her mother cuts her wrist in order to 
express her rebellious feelings and accuses her mother for being 
too much attached to the memory of her dead father and of being 
Jealous of her, she says: 
"Rosai She wanted me not to have what she's dreaming 
about • . . , Listen to her making love in her sleepi is that she 
wants me to do. Just dream about it* »3 
But as soon as Serafina comes to know about the 
infidelity of her husband and his love affair with the "Black 
JackJ^aler", named Estelle Sohengarten, her notion changes. 
Now inspite of all her efforts she can not put a cheek on her 
natural sexual instincts, which have been extremely active in 
the past* She flings the sacred ashes of her dead husband on the 
floor and with that her three years loving memory and loyalty* 
Not only this, but when she finds an opportunity of falling in 
love with ilavaro Manyi^eavallo, the truck driver (who takes a 
shelter in her house to escape from the police) who has a 
resemblance with her dead husband but the face of a clown, the 
three years sex starved lady furtively eyes the new hero and 
3* Tennessee HlHams, The Boss TattpM (Five PlausJ 
Op, Citus,, p,203 
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whan an understanding develops between the two - she gives him 
the silk shirt, ordered by the dead husband's mistress and never 
Gollectedi, Now she turns the light off and directs Jilvaro to 
leave the house and return secretly so that the neighbours do 
not suspect. And when Alvaro comes back as newly shaven, scented 
with rose oil in his hair and also a rose tattooed on his chest 
like her husband she can not resist the temptation of making love. 
Sere one realises that the only check on her licentious sexual 
instincts was the romantic and beloved memory of her husband 
which now is no more sacred to her. The phone call to the 
"other woman" instigated by her new lover confirms the unfaith* 
fullness of her late husband. This is how the ex^mistress of 
her husband informs her about her relationship with himt 
"Don't you remember? I bought you the rose coloured silk 
to make him a shirt, Tou said, "For a man?" and I said, "Yes, 
for a man that*s wild like a gipsy,*" But if you think I'm a 
liar come here and J will show you his rose tattooed on my 
chest: "^ 
So we sse Serafina as an average woman with a 
predominant sex motif. And in her, the sexual impulse is 
particularly strong since she is a middle aged woman and at 
that stage of life when sex drive is supposed to be the 
4, Tennessee HUamsi The Boss Tat to (Five PlausJ. 
Op, Vitus,, p,200 
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strongest in women. While in mourning she has to suppress her 
sexual urges. But when there is a chance these urges come to 
the surface, like Maggie, she too, is a woman quite sincerely 
devoted to her husband but wants her sexual desires to be 
satisfied whether with a truck driver or with someone else. 
And in the end she achieves her aim. As we find her telling 
Assunta » about the fact of her conceiving a bahyt 
"Serafinai Just now I felt on my breast the burning 
again of the rose, I know what it means. It means that I have 
conceived two lives again in my body,* Two, two lives again 
two:"^ 
In The Boss Tattpc . the hymn of praise to love making 
is sung not only by the Sicilian mother but also by the daughter. 
She too is an embodiment of her mother's personality traits. 
It is at the age of fifteen that she falls in love with a sailor 
with whom she dances at the high school. And from that time 
onward she becomes crasy about him, then her mother doesn't 
allow her to mix'^up with the boy she cuts her wrist to threaten 
her. But unlike her mother she is not at all devoted to 
religion. She doesn't like her mother's idealistic notions of 
clinging to the memory of her dead father. And when Jack, the 
sailor boy repents for breaking the promise which he gave to 
5, Tennessee Hlliams, The Bose Tat tor , {Five Plays J, 
Op» Citus,, p,2l2 
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her mother in front of "Our Lady", Soea shows her ecornful 
attitude for her mother's old fashioned and idealistic philosophy* 
ie find Bosa too enthusiastic about having an affair with the 
sailor boy. Jack* She wants to have all the experiences of 
love-'Mahing at that early age. She sayst 
"Sosai I*m grown enough to be married and have a baby*" 
But while Bosa is so craay in her own affair, she is quite 
unsympathetic and indifferent to the problems of her mother, 
9hen she discovers her mother with Alvaro • she becomes jealous 
of her and accuses her of being selfish and as an expression of 
her protest she goes out to meet her lover, dressed up as a 
bride» 
Stella, though not the heroine of the play but quite 
effective as a foil to Blanche's personality is an average 
American lady with a sex motif as the guiding principle of her 
life. She escapes many conflicts and problems by marrying tks 
bellowing Stanley Kowalski • and is quite complacent with him 
and the circumstances therec^, because he is able to satisfy all 
her sexual desires. Like an average American woman she Just 
wants her sexual desires to be satisfied, to enjoy security of 
a house, to have a baby, v^ich she is going to have very soon, 
and have money enough to spend according to her ways. She is 
sattefted with Kowaleki to such an extent that even when after 
getting drunk, he strikes her, she doesn't mind at all "Sis 
love making is evidently a delicious balm for her bruises". 
But when he realises his cruelty he repents a lot ^ and requests 
Eunice to send her back. And when she cones back, 
"Be falls to his knees on the steps and presses his 
face to her, curving a little with maternity* ffer eyes go 
blind with tenderness as she catches his head and raises him to 
level with her. Be snatches the screen door open, and lifts 
her off her feet and bears her into the dark flat. n7 
As she is a woman at peace with the world and with 
herself she has a forgiving temperament. But while the above 
quotation shows forgiveness on her part, it also shows a lack of 
self respect and sensitiveness. She can bear strokes from a man 
who will satiate her desires and her needs. And when Blanche 
chides her for being quite forgetful of their early upbringing 
to bear such things and suggests that she should leave her 
husband and start a new life with her. She says: 
Q 
"Stellas I*m not in anything I want to get out of," 
7, Tennessee Hlliams, A Street Car Named lies ire, (A Sew 
Directions Book, 1947)$ p,66 
8, Ibid,, p,72 
Xt Bhows a complete surrender on her part to the will 
of her husband. She further explains her position which also 
contains a practical piece of advice to people whose objective 
is adjustment, 
"•.. Be promised this morning that he was going to 
quit having these poker parties but you know how long such a 
promise is going to keep* Ohg well, it is his pleasure like 
mine is movies and bridge* People have got to tolerate each 
Other's habits, I guess,'^ 
From the above quotation it becomes evident, that she 
is a practical woman not living in dreams like her sitter who 
is trying to cherish a wasted life. She knows the fact that 
to lead a peaceful married life the couple has to bear each 
other's shortcomings. 
Like most other women falling under this category, she 
toe is loyal and faithful to her husband, Jnspite of her 
si8ter'*s desperate condition she takes the cruel and heartless 
decision of sending her to an assylum • because she wants to 
plsass her husband - even at the cost of betraying the trust of 
her sister. 
Her treatment of her sister Blanche further emphasises 
her lack of sensitiveness and refined sensibility. She agrees 
to admit Blanche to an assylum to safeguard her own selfish 
9* Tennessee Hlliams, i Street Gar Hamed Desire, (A Sew 
Directions Book), Op, Citus*, p*73 
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internets* It doesn't mean that she has no natural love for her 
sister • but she has to do so in order to maintain the integrity 
and the peace of her own house to which she is much more devoted. 
Her hurt feelings are specified now by her husband's love* The 
closing scene shows her complete surrender to her husband's 
sexual desires - which is entirely in keeping with her average 
personality* 
Baby Doll Meighan of the film play Babu Doll is HUiami 
comedy version of the willing but untutored wench who needs only 
to be awakened. And the dramatist co'-operatively obliges it with 
a variant of his already successful virile hero. As soon as she 
comes in contact with the virile hero she becomes a mature woman 
in her actions and responses. So O- Baby Doll can also be seen 
as an average woman with a predominant sex motif. But as she is 
presented in uncongenial circumstances " her sexual instincts are 
dormant in the early part of the play, 
Maxine, the side heroine of the play. The Haht Of The 
Iguana, also belongs to this category. Though a secondary value 
is attached to her character in comparison to Hannah Jelkes but 
she gives the audience and the reader both, an impression of 
being an impressive dramatic character. Although she is introduced 
as an average woman she possesses some extraordinary qualities 
such as administrative capacity and her sympathy for the desperate 
and lonely people. 
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While dealing with ffaxine's character HIHams* aim 
wae to present in her character a dramatisation of the two 
important aspects of a contemporary woman's life* In the 
contemporary age, professional women like Kaxine lead dual 
lives. Life as a housewife and life as a professional woman. 
In Maxine's character too he has combined these tvx) aspects. 
Is the play opens, we find Maxine on the scene,. 
It is only in the stage direction that filliama projects her 
personality fully. She is a woman in her middle forties 
though not extraordinarily beautiful but having enough confidence 
about her personal charm and beauty to attract men. She is 
proud of her figure and tries to show it off, as Hlltavis acys 
in the stage direction: 
"She is a stout, swarthy woman in her middle forties • 
affable and rapaciously lusty. She is wearing a pair of leuts 
and blause that is half unbuttoned," 
Though she is quite confident of her sexual 
attractions and rightly so because she can attract men, even 
young boys. It is with the help of her personal charm that she 
is running a hotel to make both ends meet • first to earn the 
livelihood and second to come in close contact with the people 
10, Tennessee Williamsi The Hiaht of The lauana, (London; 
Seeker & Warburg, 1961), p,7 
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of outside world. But she is 2i centious enough to have love 
affairs with the persons employed at the hotel, as Hlliams sayst 
"She is followed by Pedro, a Mexican of about twenty -
slim and attractive* He is an employee in the hotel and also 
If her casual lover^ " 
She can attract people with her sex appeal and make 
use of her young employees to satisfy her sexual desires. But 
she is aware of the risks involved in such relationships and 
knows that one can't get respect from her subordinates when they 
are allowed to interfere in one's personal affair. 
But we find that inspite of her casual, cheap and 
mundane attitude about sexual relationships, she is presented 
as a sympathetic, touching and lonely woman. And this is a 
characteristic of Tennessee Hlliams' art, especially, noticeable 
in his creation of women characters* Maxine has lost her 
husband recently but her sexual relationship with him according 
to her was culminated ten years earlier, so she doesn't appear 
to be heart-broken about his death and she admits that, in one 
of her conversations with Shannon: 
"Maxinet Hth a momentary gravityt Fred, can't hear 
you. Shannon* ,,* Fred is dead ,,,, 
Shannon! Tou don't seem inconsolable about it. 
ft, Tennessee filliiamss The Sight, 0, Citus,, p,7 
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Maxinet Fred was an old man, baby, ten years 
older*n me, fe hadn't had eex together 
for last ten years," 
For her the only understanding can be based on a sexual 
relationship which she didn't have with her husband* Bow like 
Blanche she also m)ves from one person to another but in her 
ease the chief motive is the gratification of her sexual desires, 
Bowever as it is evident from her attitude, she has some sincere 
feelings of love and care for Shannon, As soon as she comes to 
know that he is suffering from nervous breakdown, she starts 
worrying about him. Mot only this, but she also tries to save 
him from every difficult-situation. Primarily, it is because 
of Shannon that she allows Hannah • the painter and her Sonne -
the oldest living poet of the world to stay for one night in the 
hotel without any charge. But later on when she comes to know 
that they both are quite desperate financially she allows them 
to stay for whatever time they want to on the condition that 
Bannah won't show any interest in Shannon, It reveals her 
possessive nature. This act of kindness on her part unveils 
many aspects of her character. First of all that she is so 
attached to Shannon that for whomsoever Shannon has sympathy, 
she can also shower mercy on him or her. On the other hand 
12, Tennessee filliams$ The Bight, Op, Citus,, p,9 
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it shows her sympathy towards the poor, desperate and lonely 
people. Thirdly, it also shows that she doesn't want to share 
Shannon's love with another woman at any cost% Throughout the 
play a greater value is attached to Hannah's character. She 
is endowed with artistic qualities and with deep human values. 
She is much more refined and sensitive than Maxine but Maxine's 
character too, is not entirely deprived of human attributes. 
Though she can satisfy her sexual instincts in whatever way she 
likest she attaches a much greater importance to Shannon 
because secretly she longs for a sincere relationship with him. 
She invites Shannon to stay with her in the following words: 
"I've got five more years, may be ten to make this 
place attractive to the male clients, the middle aged one at 
least. And you can take care of the women that are with them. 
That's what you can do you know that Shannon," "^  
It is true that here she is giving financial reasons 
for wanting to live with Shannon but it also shows her hidden 
desire to attach herself finally with Shannon • because she 
can't do without a man and also because she wants to establish 
a sincere and stable relationship with someone, Hannah also 
mentions this fact. She is of the opinion that she can do 
without the support of a man because she has her art and human 
13* Tennessee Hlliamsi The NiahtM Op, Gitus,, p,f05 
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vaXuBB to exitt mtth^ whtU Maxint ha$ nothing except aexual 
relationehtp vith people. So when we find Maxine pureuading 
Shannon to become her partner in her profeeeion, §he aleo wants 
htm to become her life partner and to gioe her an emotional 
eupport. 
Though HlJiame hae worked on a number of intereettng 
themes but the favourite one that obscures the others is of sex^ 
Be has presented ssx as the sw^bol of freedom in Orpheus 
Descending, sex as the only valid stanifestatton of religion and 
love in Boss Tatto and sex as the only good of life, as in the 
ease of Stella, Maggie and Maxine* Be believes that sex has a 
lot of creative potential and should not be deniedm According 
to him if these desires are not satisfied in a proper way they 
take a destructive form ami the person concerned develops an 
abnormal personality culminating in neuroses or hysteria* 
fhie analysis of a ntmber of average women with 
predominant sex motif shows that iilliams is not only successful 
in portraying extraordinarily, sensitive and poetic temperaments, 
but can also project the experiences of ordinary and average 
people with great imaginative sympathy and dramatic tact* It is 
particularly because Milliams doesn't try to fit his characters 
within an abstract framework, but accepts them as they are with 
all their vitality and limitations* 
CBAPTER VI 
THE SAIifT AMD THE VISIONARY 
CHAPTER •> 7J 
The Saint And The VisJonaru 
iiUiams ha6 mostly protrayed women with weakneasee 
and contradictions. Me is not particularly interested in 
creating paragons of perfection. But in a few cases he has 
created figures who seem to be exceptional human beings by 
virtue of their extraordinary attributes, for example he has 
created a few saintly women and some who have a visionary 
insight into contemporary human situation. In The Hipht of 
The Iguana, he has introduced a saintly and hind hearted woman, 
Hannah, whose sole purpose in life is to make others happy, 
sometimes by helping them to resolve their conflicts at other 
times by portraying them as they wish to see themselves. Above 
all she has a compassion for old and helpless people. 
At the very outset when Hannah is introduced on the 
scene, she is shown pulling the wheelchair of her old Jfanno up 
the hilltop, where the entire action takes place. This scene 
in itself leaves the impression upon the audience of her being 
a very devoted and kind hearted person. She is the only 
companion and caretaker of her grandfather, ftth her kind cares 
and devotion she has created a haven of peace and happiness for 
her grand"father - which is a home for both of them in a deeper 
sense. For "a home" according to Hannah is not "a place, a 
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building^ a house of brtck and wood", but a relationship 
between two persons in which they can "rest, nest, live in, 
eaotionally speaking," 
These expressions of Hannah show the deep understanding 
between the two and her love for the old man. They both are 
competent enough to satisfy the spiritual and emotional demands 
of each other, Hannah helps the old man by taking down the 
dictation of his poems because being an old man his memory is 
weak and he can not concentrate on things for a long time. 
She is extraordinarily considerate and loving to her old Hanno, 
They travel together and help each other as Hannah explains 
to Maxine: 
"ie'vs had good many write-ups. My grandfather is the 
oldest living and practising poet. And he gives recitations, 
/ . . . paint watercolours and J*m a quick sketch artist, ie 
travel together. We pay our way as we go by, my grandfather's 
recitations and the sale of my watercolours and quick sketches 
in charcoal or pastel, " 
Thus Hannah gratifies people by painting them as they wish to 
see themselves, and they reward her for this act of kindness^ 
1, Tennessee ffilliamss The Hiaht Of The Opuanas (London; 
Seeker & iarburg, 1961), p,31 
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Being a saintly person she ia not only loving aM 
kind hearted towards Nonno, Shannon and Charrlotte, but to all 
beings* Vhen she hears the scuffing sound of the igmna, 
trying to escape death, she cannot bear this and asks Shannon 
to cut the rope loose so that one of God's creature (the Iguana), 
can be saved* Inspite of Shannon's unwillingness to cut the 
Iguana loose she succeeds in persuading him to do so* But 
since Iguana has a symbolic significance in the play. Shannon's 
action signifies his enanctpationt Thus Bannah is instrumental 
in this emancipation. It shows her kind and generous attitude 
for all creatures. Her sense of mercy is not confined to a few 
human beings. It embraces the entire humanity. 
She has an extraordinary ability to understand the 
conflict and tensions of others and a sense of commitment to 
help them in resolving their problems, then she comes to know 
about the mental conflicts of Shannon, she tries to help him 
in every possible way, later when Shannon suffers from a wild 
attack of nervous breakdown, she is extremely sympathetic and 
considerate in her approach to him, but also firm. And it is 
quite evident that she has dealt with such cases before, as she 
appears quite experienced and competent in this respect. 
But when Bannah realises that her sympathy for Shannon 
is liable to be misunderstood by Maxine, the owner of the hotel. 
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«A« mithdrawB all her sympathies and asks Shannon not to talk 
to her till Maxine is acguttnied with the real circumstances* 
It shows Sannah*6 sense of gratitude and indebtedness 
towards Maxine* It is one of the remarkable qualities which 
defines Eannah*s character as a saintly woman* (Then Shannon 
tells her that Maxine has alio ted her a cell with a leaking 
roof and offers to get her things settled down in his own 
cubiclet she rejects the idea as it will show a lack of 
gratitude for one who has provided them with a shelter at the 
time when they were facing desperate circumstances. 
She has an ability to appreciate and sympathise with 
people entirely different from herself. Though Maxine is 
totally indifferent to her, Hannah can still sympathise with her. 
Whenever Shannon criticises Maxine, Hannah defends her and tries 
to make him conscious of her good points. As the action 
advances we realise that Shannon is getting interested in Hannah, 
but Hannah does not accept his amorous advances out of her 
consideration for Maxine, She fully realises that Maxine likes 
Shannon and is desperately in need of a man, while she herself 
can do without one. This ^hows her selflessness and the spirit 
of sacrifices side by side it also reflects her inhibitions and 
fear to physical relationship. Her few emotional experiences 
which she calls "love** are extremely limited, awkward and 
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conaiderably funny. And from thes€ we can conclude that she 
has never experienced a phyaical passion in the true eenae of 
the woTti , on the other hand she can enjoy the epiritual love and 
can also inspire others to experience a true and noble form 
of love, 
like a saint she has risen above the level of personal 
happinase and suffering* In the beginning, she keeps herself 
busy wi,th her Nonno and does not care for her own self. But 
when Shannon tries to remind her of the impermanence of her 
companionship with her grandfather and of her future loneliness» 
she hopes, that she will be strong and confident enough to 
travel alone, Inspite of her loneliness, helplessness and 
tenderness as a woman she has the courage and serenity to face 
life. It is only because of her love for humanity and her 
sensitiveness to seek values in arts that she rejects Shannon's 
offer and advises him to accept Maxine*s proposal. This feeling 
of selflessness and sacrifice enhances her image as a saintly 
woman. 
While discussing the saintly qualities in Hannah's 
personality one feels that she is neither some miraculous 
person outside of our society nor a satnt endowed with 
divine inspiration and devoted to some metaphysical ideal. 
She is Just a woman full of admirable and sympathetic human 
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qualitiea* Williams has folloioed humanistic conception while 
creating Hannah* She ia a saint having an understanding of 
others* pain and suffering and tries to remove their pain at 
the cost of her own pleasure* £!he has a loving nature and 
sensitive attitude for human values* One finds a vast 
difference while comparing Williams* concept of a saint with 
other contemporary playwrights such as JSliot and Shaw* 
In creating a saintly character like Celia in The 
Cocktail Party* the process of spiritual election is emphasised, 
According to Sliot very few people have the sensitiveness and 
above 
spiritual qualities to lead a life/materialistic level* Celia 
transcends her personal anguish and agony and devotes herself 
to Christianity and religious faith* By devoting to this 
higher ideal she becomes a martyr. But one of the great flaw 
in her character delineaticn is that neither the audience is 
allowed to witness her spiritual election nor her passionate 
love for EdwaT^d* When the play opens one finds her confused 
and disgusted because of her disappointment in love* She is 
not inspired by her inner self to become a missionary but is 
advised to do so by Dr* Silley and others* So we J'ist hear 
about her becoming a missionary and do not actually witness 
the mental process through which Celia passes* Here we find an 
abstract idea of a saint •» unrelated to human needs and social 
values* We are not at all made familiar with her actual works 
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as a mt$aionary* So in Sliot, tt is the Christian concept 
which is followed in delineating Celia*8 character as a saintly 
woman. According to him a saint must have a deep knowledge of 
religion and should be an ardent believer in Christianity, 
ihile in Shaw an altogether different concept of saint 
is followed. In his famous play Saint Joan, his conception of 
saint is mixed with that of a genius and Life Force, Joan 
being a genius does not believe in conventions like Church, 
Pope and Bishop, etc. Though she is not at all a heretic and 
does not disrespect Church, but believes in the supreme 
authority of God and follows God's instructions. Being a 
Genius she can foresee things and has an advance thinking and 
knowledge as compared to common people. So she is liable to be 
misunderstood either as a supernatural being for her sensitiveness 
and insight or as a heretic for her advanced and unconventional 
thinking. 
Another aspect of Shaw's genius saint is that worldly 
pleasures, such as love, marriage and sex, have no interest for 
her. She is devoted to a higher ideal and is incessantly 
occupied in pursuing it, Ser goal of life is to make France 
free from British occupation and spread the feeling of oneness 
among people. To achieve this goal her imaginative power and 
advance thinking help her a lot and it is because of her 
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intelligence and imaginative grasp that she meets the success. 
Being a saint, she is superior to common people and 
is more comprehensive and rational in her thinking. She has 
conquered the feeling of personal happiness and suffering and 
wants to educate the people for the same* She attempts to the 
best of her ability to elevate their social and intellectual 
status and enrich them in their thinking. At first people are 
spell bound by her inspired conversation and visionary approach. 
They think of her as something miraculous. Later on when they 
achieve success they do not want her to disturb their personal 
life and question their selfish ends anymore. So they regard her 
as a heretic and burn her for the same. But as soon as they 
burn her they realise their folly and make monuments and statues 
to rejuvenate her memory in their life, When she comes in 
their dream, every one asks forgiveness for the sin committed 
by him,, but when she expresses her desire to come among them 
and live the life in a real form every one starts seeking 
pretexts to depart^i They do not teant her among themselves 
which shows their lack of interest in superior intelligence 
and authentic vision of life. They want to be busy with their 
personal needs and requirements* It also shows the irony that 
the world ineptte of its utmost need is not at all ready to 
receive geniuses and saints. 
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9e find that all three of these dramatists have 
followed different conceptions while creating saintly women 
and have attributed them distinct saintly qualities. But one 
common thing in the character delineation of all three is the 
feeling of selflessness and sacrifice, ill the three heroines 
have risen above the feeling of personal happiness and 
suffering. But while Ulliams dramatiees this saintly quality 
within humanistic framework and humanistic values, Eliot gives 
it a religious emphasis and Shaw makes it an occasion to put 
across his philosophy of Life Force and the Superman, 
fhile on the one hand Milliams has created saintly 
characters he has also created a visionary woman in Suddenly 
Last Summer, Catharine Holly projects a symbolic vision of 
life which embodies the hidden violence and destructive forces 
in human psyche which civilisation refuses to acknowledge. She 
is in a sense the mouthpiece of the dramatist who is keenly aware 
of the destructive element in human society and in human nature. 
In this play he does not dramatise the process of transcendence 
but focusses his attention on this destructive potential in 
society which his protagonist Catharine Solly unflinchingly 
recreates and fashions. This destructivity in the Universe is 
presented symbolically in the play on three levels - first of all in 
plant life, secondly in animal life and lastly in the form of 
naked band of hungry children, running after Sebastian, 
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The description of Se bast tan fenabls'a Garden in the 
beginning of the play sete the tone for the uniperee which it 
eymboltaeet 
'The interior ie blended with a fantaetie garden which 
ie more like a tropical Jungle, or forest, in the prehistoric 
age of giant fern"fore sis when living creatures had flippere 
turning to liMbs and scales to skin. The colours Of this 
Jungle «» garden are violent, especially since it is steaming 
with heat after rain. There are massivs ifee flowers that 
suggest organs of a body, torn out etill glistening with undried 
blood/ there are harsh eriss and sibilant hissings and thrashing 
sounds in ths gardin as if it were inhibited by beasts, serpents 
and birds all of savags nature • . • • ' ^ 
Throughout the play this steaming Jungle and its sounds 
frame the action and dialogue of the protagonists, and from ths 
* 
outset the imagery embodies destruction hidden in natwe and the 
destruction of one living creature at the talons of another. 
The universs of Suddenly last Summer is a voracious, ruthless. 
2» Tennessee ft 11 tarns; five Planst A Gat On A Hot Tin Hoof. 
The Moss Tatto. Garden District, and 
The Orpheus Descending, (londons 
Seeker & farburgj, 1962, p%239 
Bereafter referred to ae Suddenlu last Summsr, (Hvs Plays), 
Op, Cttus,, 
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cannibalistic universe in which the stronger destroys the 
weaker with no mercy and only the killers suruioe* So the 
first thing Mrsi Venable shows to Srm Gu Kro Vic in her son's 
garden is the uenus flytrap, an insectivorous plant, 
4 
Another image presented by filliams is that of female 
sea-'turtles who once in a year crawl out of the sea to lay off 
their eggs but don't look after them, hatching of the sea 
turtles and their desperate attempt to escape flesh eating 
birds and plight to the seat 
"Once a year the female of the sea turtle crawls 
out of the equatorial on to the blasting sand beach of a 
volcanic island to dig a pit in the sand -> and deposit her 
eggs there. It's a long and dreadful thing, the depositing 
of the eggs in the sand pits and when it's finished the 
exhausted female turtle crawls back to the sea half-dead. 
She never sees her offspring, but we did, Sebastian know 
exactly when the sea-'turtle - eggs would be hatched out and 
we returned in time for it . « . . Terrible Sncantadas, those 
heaps of extinct volcanoes in time to witness the hatching of 
the sea-turtles and their desperate flight to the sea,' 
The narrow beach, the colour of caviar was all in motion. 
But the sky was in motion, too . . . 
Full of flesh^eating birds and the noise of the birds, the 
horrible savage cries of the -
- f15 -
Over the narrow black beach of the Encantadae as the just 
hatched oea-turtlea acrabled out of the eand-pita and started 
their race to the sea . • . , To escape the flesh-eating birds 
that made the sky almost as black as the beach/ 
Meanwhile Sebastian's Jungle garden never-berates with the 
"Hid, ravenous, harsh cries of the birds. The sound comes 
in rhythmic waves like a savage chant. 
And the sand all alive, all alive, as the hatched sea-turtles 
made their dash for the sea while the birds hovered and swooped 
to attack and hovertjd and - swooped to attack,' They were 
diving down on the hatched sea-turtles, turning them over to 
expose their soft undersides Qpen and rending and eating 
their flesh,-^ 
The above quoted description presents a picture of 
the cannibalistic, voracious and merciless world on animal 
level, how one animal is ready to destroy and devour the other. 
Not only this Villiams has also given an indication of the 
cries 
harsh and savage/of the Jungle to highten the dramatic effect 
of the elements of violence and destruction in the play. 
From the plant world of the venus flytrap to the 
animal world of the sea turtles the image of the universe remains 
consistent. The third image is related by Catharine in the 
3, Tennessee Villiams; Suddenly last Summer:(Five Plays J, 
Op, Citus,, p,242 
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final scene when she tells the story of Sebastian's destruction 
by the band of hungry naked children that destroy and devour 
Sebastian, They are like the rapacious carnivorous birds in 
the white sky,* 
"The band of naked children pursued us up ths steep 
white street in the sun that was like a great white bone of 
a giant beast that had caught on fire in the sky,* Sebastian 
started to run and they all screamed at once and seemed to fly 
in the air, they outran him so quickly, I screamed, I heard 
Sebastian scream, he screamed Just once before this flock of 
black plucked little birds that pursued him and overtook him 
halfway up the white hill,**^ 
Thus we are presented with the third image of the 
universe now on the human level - but not different from its 
predecessors. The description of the garden contained this 
element of destruction and so did the image of the sec'-'turtles, 
ihile presenting this story of destruction by using 
Catharine Holly as his mouthpiece rHJiams also uses colour 
imagery. Whenever he employs something to suggest destruction 
he uses black colour • such as "over the narrow black beach", 
"The flesh eating birds that made the sky almost as black as 
the beach and the band of hungry naked children that destroy 
4, Tennessee filliamsi Suddenly Last Summer {Five PI aus J, 
Op, Citus,, p,281 
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aM devour Sebastian are like the rapacious carnivorous birds 
in the s^ite hot sky*. Side by side one can find sound 
symbolisa too such as the description of "harsk cries and 
sibilant hissings and thrashing sound^, "The sound comes in 
rhythmic waves like a savage chant", and "the horrible savage 
cries of the flesh eating birds"* 
As we go deep in the play we find that not only the 
universe but the persons living in it too are ruthless like 
the world in which they live* Throughout the play there is a 
continuous attempt made by people to destroy each other as 
surely as the venus flytrap destroys the insect, the flesh 
eating bird destroys the newly hatched turtles and the pack 
of hungry children destroys Sebastian* Similarly, Violet 
Venable, tries to destroy her niece and corrupt the doctor 
by offering him heaps of money if only he obliges her by 
operating upon Catharine Solly to silence her* Catharine's 
brother and mother though not so resourceful and brilliant as 
Mrs, Venable, are no better* They would allow Catharine to be 
destroyed if by doing so they could obtain the money left by 
Sebastian Venable in his will* 
And Sebastian Venable too was a cannibalist in his 
own way. Be always took, he never gave. Be lived from others, 
from his mother and from all those with whom he came into 
contact* As Catharine tells the Doctor: "I was procuring for hia". 
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meaning that he was using Catharine Holly to attract young 
boys in whom he was interested as a homosexual* This is a 
fact that Mrs, Venable tries either to negate av'present in a 
glorious form: 
"Me had a perfect little court of young and beautiful 
people around him always* f^ereuer he mas, here in Sew Orleans 
or New York or on the Biviera or in Paris and Venice, he always 
had a little entourage of the beautiful and the talented and 
the young,"^ 
Thus we find that all the characters in the play are 
enacting in their own ways the destructiueness embodied in the 
images of the plants, animals and children, Williams here 
achietfes a great success in creating a visionary character in 
the personality of Catharine Solly, Catharine here presents 
a bision of the cannibalistic, merciless and selfish society as 
examplified in her story of Sebastian's death which began with 
Sebastian's invitation to Catharine to travel with him instead 
of her mother. This kindly attitude towards Catharine, makes 
her forget her tragedy - and she starts responding to his kindness 
but suddenly Sebastian becomes restless and Catharine can not 
help it insptte of her attempts to save him and then he gives 
5, STennessee Hlliamst Suddenly La^t Summer. (Five PlausJ, 
Op* Qitus,, p,249 
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up the idea of writing the poem and starts visiting the sea 
shores and asks Catharine to wear an immodest and transparent 
swimming suit so that she can attract boys for his purpose. 
Later on when the beach is full of homeless hungry young boys 
he is no more in need of Catharine, and allows her to wear a 
decent dark suit. Every evening Sebastian, comes out of the 
beach followed by an increasingly large crowd but suddenly 
Sebastian stops going there on account of his fear of the crowd. 
And a few days later when they are taking lunch in one of the 
open~air restaurants they are surrounded by the music of these 
hungry naked children • the music grows louder « Sebastian 
orders the waiter to stop this music. After some time when they 
cone out of the restaurant and start climbing up the hill, they 
are soon followed by this group of hungry, naked children making 
music by beating their instruments together * they outran 
Sebastian and Catharine and start cutting him in parts, Catharine 
runs down the hill calling for help, but when she arrives there 
with the waiters and the police she finds him lying naked on the 
ground and parts of his body have already been devoured by the 
children. This story of the destruction of Sebastian Venable 
provides a vision of the destructivity in human relationship 
and in turn symbolises the ruthlessness of the scheme of things, 
Sven love and hate are coloured by this ruthlessness and 
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7 
violence, Aa Catharine Solly pute itt 
"We all use each other and that*8 what we think of 
aa love, and not being able to uae each other is what's 
hate • , . . *^  
In apite of being regarded aa neurotic Catharine doea 
not agree to change the atory because she hnoma that it ia a 
true atory of the time. She explaina it to George: 
*••• / didn't invent it, I know it*a a hideoua aiory 
but it's a true atory of our time and the world we Hoe in and 
what did truly happen to cousin Sebaatian in Cabesa de Lobo « . . 
It is only the doctor who doean't lend himaelf to be uaed for 
inaincere and hypocritical purpoaea and triea to penetrate into 
the hidden meaning of Catharine'a atory, "I think we ought at 
least to conaider the possibility that the girl'a atory could 
be true , , . '^ 
dccording to Hlliams, art ia a diacovery of aignificant 
but moat elusive aapecttof life. It ia a aearch for deeper 
trutha of life. The artiat can embody hie viaion of life and 
hia insight into htman reality only in an indirect oblique or in 
a aymbolic form. So aeen from hia point of view Catharine Solly 
6, fenneaaee tilliamaf Suddenly Last Summer, (Five Plana), 
Op, Citua,, p,266 
7, Ibid, p,259 
8, Ibid, p,282 
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is not a neurotic girl but a visionary post who is tearing the 
mask of responsibility from the face of reality and showing it 
with all its violence and irrational force* So the story of 
Solly (San be taken as a symbolic representation of that side of 
human existence which society does not accept and tries to cover 
up with its conventional pretentions* 
Mrs* Venable, another protagonist of the play represents 
the process of hiding the violent and frightening reality under 
the garb of beautiful idealism* The image that she represents 
of Sebastian is designed to cover up the awkward and ugly 
aspects of his character and to present him in an ideal image 
of a poet* Sebastian Venable tries to establish the fact that 
his poetry was his life* Be wrote only one poem a year after 
nine months preparation* 
"Sebastian was a poet, that's what J meant when I 
said his life was his work, because the work of a poet is 
the life of a poet and - vice versa, the life of a poet is 
Q 
the work of a poet* I mean you can't separate them*""^ 
In his lifetime Sebastian had no desire to show his 
works to the world - but now Mrs* Venable tries to save his 
reputation as a poet which is destroyed by Catharine's hideous 
story which she tells about the death of her cousin* Mrs* Venable 
does not want the public image of her son to be destroyed* To 
9* Tennessee itlltams; SuAdenlu Last Summer, {Five Flays J* 
Op* Qitus*, p*240 
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save this reputation she insiata that his life was ordered and 
beautij'ifl in every respect* We are given numerous examples of 
this fastidiousness until we have a detailed portrait of the 
poet who attempted to arrange his life in a well defined pattern. 
One of Dr,CuKro He's first observation is that Sebastian's 
garden looks like % well groomed Jungle", to which Mrs* Venable 
repliest 
"That's how he meant it to be, nothing was accidental, 
everything was planned and designed in Sebastian's life and his 
mrk. •"' 
But seen from Hlliams point of view this conception of 
art is a vision of sterile poetry which is divorced from life and 
involved in itself* So the real poet in the play is not Sebastian 
but Catharine who takes the risk of being described as mad or 
neurotic but does not shrink from her responsibility of revealing 
the frightening truth about life in all its complexity and 
nakedness* 
This study of Catharine Holly in Suddenly Last Summer 
brings home this fact that Hlliams is not always satisfied with 
portraying characters in a realistic vein but some of his 
characters are complex dramatic images whose full significance 
can b& appreciated only when they ars studied as symbolic 
characters* 
10* Tennessee filliams; Suddenly Last Summer (Five Plays), 
Op* Citus*, p*240 
CONCLUSIOlf 
CONCLVSIOH 
Like other aajor contemporary artistst iilliama also 
attempte to create for modern man an image of hie urgent 
concerns, and his presentation of women's problems and 
experiences constitute a very important aspect of his projection 
of contemporary society* Unfortunately this important aspect 
of his work has been more or less neglected, A lot has been 
written about the image of man in Tennessee Williams* plays. 
But so far no attempt has been made to study his women 
characters and reconstruct the image of womanhood. The present 
study of women characters in Tennessee filliams' plays, it is 
hoped, will stimulate the reader to reconstruct an image of 
feminine world in Tennessee Williams* dramatic canon, 
Williams* art of characterisiation is enlivened by his 
compassionate attitude towards his creations, psychological 
penetration, insight into human nature and intuitive 
understanding of human personality. He is probably the most 
productive writter in the contemporary American theatre. His 
achievement is based on a profound understanding of the human 
condition in various complex and conflicting situations. And 
for these very reasons he has been extraordinarily successful 
in delineating women characters* 
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Tennessee fiZliame hae a deep eense of sympathy for 
the outcasts, down trodden, lonely and suffering people. He 
has dealt with them in almost all his plays * and has shown the 
impact of society on them» ds he himself has written in one of 
his letters to Audrey food that his work dealt with the 
destructive impact of society on the sensiiiue and nonconformist 
individual. Be has discussed them from psychological point of 
view, and has probed acutely into their inner states, problems 
and plight. He doesn't believe in established psychological 
theories but has applied his own intuitive mind and deep 
insight, 
is 
Another striking quality that we note/that his 
characters are studied against a cultural and social perspective 
and they seem to embody the values and social attitudes 
characteristic of that culture. Specially noticeable in this 
context is his portrayal of Southern women. As Tennessee 
ftlliams himself belongs to the south, he has a deep understanding 
of the southern mode of speech, southern gentleness and delicacy 
as well as of the puritan tradition in the south. And several 
of his women characters represent the southern culture and 
may of life and the destructive effect of a commercial and 
mechanised Northern society on these women ^s dramatieed with 
special force. In this category we can mention Amanda, Laura, 
Blanche and Alma whose conflicts and psychological problems to 
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a very great extent are the result of the clash of two 
cultures. They all try to cling to a code of delicacy and 
gentility but in their present condition it ends in frustration 
ami conflicts. Not able to cope with the demands and problems 
of modern and impersonal society they tend to escape into a 
world of their own imagination. These escapist tendencies 
often burs worth in nervous breakdown. And here, Tennessee 
KiUiams exhibits his extraordinary competence in dealing with 
the psychological and emotional problems of these women. 
Apart from these Southern women Villiams has also 
dealt with lonely frustrated and aging women who struggle 
courageously for their existence in the present world, Inthis 
category we can include the names of Blanche, Mrs, Goforth 
and Princess Alexandra, They all have enjoyed glamour in one 
way or the other. At present their advancing age is an 
inevitable impedicment in the realization of their dreams -
so they don't find anything meaningful to exist with - a^tcA 
causae frustration. 
But contrary to it Hlliams has also created some 
down to earth characters chosen from ordinary life, such as -
Margret, Stella, Serafina, Baby Doll and Maxine, Their main 
object is to lead a happy married life and to have their 
sexual desires fully satisfied. Side by side he kas also 
created some saintly and visionary characters who have a 
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nision of the contemporary aociety, 
the 
Apart from, human beings society is/greatest antagonist 
in Villiams* plays * which through the course of the time has 
destroyed a way of life and a tradition that once meant 
civilisation and has evolved a way of life that is repressive 
and destructive - as we find in Suddenly Last Summer* 
Williams ' 
In the large galaxy off women characters some like 
Amanda, Blanche and Mrs* Go forth stand out as memorable and 
haunting dramatic characters and thus bear testimony to the 
success of Hlliams* art of characterisation, 
Amanda's characterization is admirable for its 
successful blend of irony, humour and pathos. She is presented 
against a cultural perspective and the story of her life 
dramatises the tragic destruction of Southern values and gracious 
way of life. At the same time she is also studied in relation 
to her personal problems and dilemmas, niliams has drastically 
transformed the personality of her mother for the purpose of 
the play but what he has created is more living than any real 
woman. Her desperate struggle for her own existence and the 
existence of her two children, her pathetic attempts to adjust 
in a cruel and impsrsonal society, her naive pride in the 
'gifted personalities" of her children and her absurd stories 
about the glamour of her youth and seventeen gentlemen callers, 
as well as her dress and style of conversation make her a unique and 
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ah' XnXwMXtahle drtmatXci character. 
The second memorable and haunting character is 
Blanche, the heroine of A Street Car Named Desire, She stands 
out as one of the very impressive dramatic creation of 
Hlliams because of her intense and acute psychological 
conflicts, dreams and aspirations and sense of guilt. Her 
character is extremely complex, moving and convincing. Since 
in her filliams has dramatized the problems of a sensitive 
southern woman caught up in a hostile and uncongenial society, 
with 
problems of an aging woman who is not able to come to grips/the 
fact of her wasted life and acute psychological conflicts of a 
woman whose sexual experiences have been either futile or 
traumatic and tragic, leaving her mentally tormented , morally 
bewildered and with an acute sense of guilt. In Blanche, 
filliams comes closest to the creation of a tragic character and 
what makes her tragedy particularly poignant is the fact that it 
is also a devastating criticism of an insensitive materialistic 
and mechanical society which has no place for a sensitive and 
delicate personality like Blanche, 
Mrs, Go forth, the heroine of The Milk Train Does Not 
Stop Sere Ann More, is presented from the existential point of 
view. The play is a dramatic presentation of the existential 
anguish of an old woman who is called upon to accept the reality 
of death but is unable to do. In her it is mainly the problem of 
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sBlf realisation which causes conflict and tussle and later 
on a nervous breakdown, 
fe find that the character of Mrs, Go forth is a very 
successful dramatic creation of ffilliams. In her it is the 
drama of attachments and detachments which is of particular 
importance - her attachment to the artificial and flattering 
world created by her and the detachment from the worlds of 
reality. Her tragedy arises from her deep dissatisfaction with 
her life and all her attempts to cover it up with glamour and 
absolute power prove to be a mode of self deception and only 
enhance her sense of perplexity and desperation. 
Sere we find Williams' art of characterisation at his 
his best as/main concern is to dramatise the anguish of solitude, 
a solitude increasingly unbearable as the individual becomes 
conscious of the disparity between the outer life of one way of 
living and the inner life of different way of dreaming. 
After a close analysis of women characters in filliams* 
plays we come to the conclusion that the study of women 
characters in Hlliams ' plays brings one to the very core of his 
that dramatic achievement. Since it is here/we find striking evidence 
of his acute penetration into human psychology and his intuitive 
insight into the obscure dimensions of the human soul. It also 
exhibits his extraordinary compassion, his humanism and his 
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awareness of the inter•-depencLence of social and personal 
dimensions. In one word it is here that we get a conclusive 
proof of his extraordinary dramatic power. 
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